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ABSTRACT 

This report presents a survey of the literature on the security as- 

pects of multinational corporations' activities.  It identifies those 

aspects which have been previously researched and those requiring further ' 

etudy. 

DISCLAIMER 

The views and conclusions contained in this report are those of the 

authors and should not be interpreted as necessarily representing the offi- 

cial policies, either expressed or implied, of the Defense Advanced Research 

Projects Agency of the U.S. Governmert. 

CONTRACTUAL TASK 

This Technical Note is submitted in partial fulfillment of research 

under Contract DAHC15-73-C-0380, ARPA Order No. 2520, Phase 1, Task 2. 
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FOREWORD 

With all of the controversy and publicity that has grown up around 

the multinational corporation, very little attention has been paid to the 

interaction of this new international economic phenomenon with the broad 

area of "national security." IEPA was asked by the Stanford Research 

Institute to identify the security aspects of multinational corporations' 

activities which have been adequately researched and those requiring fur- 

ther investigation. 

The study, therefore, takes the form of a preliminary analysis of the 

MNC-national security interaction, and a review of the existing literature 

and research. As noted in the introduction, the conclusions are highly 

tentative and the references are intended to be illustrative rather than 

exhaustive. Constructive comments will be welcomed, particularly as to 

issues which may not have been given adequate attention, or any important 

areas of research which may have been overlooked. 

From the standpoint of the national interest, tin evidence in this 

survey suggests that, although there are some problems and international 

frictions connected with multinational corporations, MNCs strengthen the 

U.S. economy and international competitive access. On balance, therefore, 

they are assets rather than liabilities from the standpoint of national 

security, broadly defined.  In factj a case can be made chat drastic cur- 

tailment (whether by U.S. taxation or investment controls, or by other 

countries or international bodies) of the U.S.-based multinational enter- 

prise could have adverse effects on the national security: 

a.  By reducing an important source of balance of payments 
earnings—which are essential to pay for military de- 
ployments and foreign assistance programs; 
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b. By making it more difficult for the U.S. economy to 

maintain competitive access to foreign sources of 
energy and other vital natural resources; 

c. By curtailing U.S. investments abroad and access to 
foreign markets; and 

d. By weakening the interdependent web of international 
economic activity and the mutually beneficial exchange 
of technical knowledge. 

From the standpoint of the MNC, which is under attack from many dif- 

ferent quarters, both at home and abroad, an understanding of the national 

security contribution which they are making or can make would appear to be 

useful.  It is hoped that this paper will stimulate constructive thinking 

and additional research in this area, particularly on the question of how 

the assets which MNCs represent can be maximized and any liabilities reduced. 

This report was prepared via subcontract by the International Economic 

Policy Association under the supervision of Dr. N, R. Danielian and Dr. 

Timothy Stanley. 

Richard B. Foster 
Director 
Strategic Studies Center 

*■■ -  
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INTRODUCTION AND  nvrnvr^i 

Objective 

researched and those're^-™^ ?SrtS.1r1|Sv:JtS.M».bMn adt!fiU;tely 

Tasks: 

aspects of ^tl^atÄ^ 8—^ 

dx security aspects warrant further research efforts. 

Problems of npFlnltion 

There is an enormous body of literature nn 1-1.0 K  /. 
national security and another one on thP^n^  I  r?ad subJect of 
that is to say. the foreign rHronw    "«ultlnatlonal corporation, 
corporate investments  iL problem ^ tTZ?^.^  ^tfol/o) 
action between them. A random .Ci •  t° def^ne the areas of inter- 

Acers A ä^^^-ä z^r***- 
were no references  to foreign or mil^Lf,  as

1 !
Uch;   »^ilarly  there 

security in the major MNC b1oks examineSy '^ 0r nati0nal 

bearS^fth^r^L^JpifSr--tKCSNceaSVna?een ^  " di— 
consists of one  student paoer at th^ S SfiS "l^1  SGCUrity" 
by Ra^ond Vernon^d oL^jo^ bo^ittl^S'igsTB5110^ Paper 

Lt.   Col^liS^rd1^!^^^0"^^^-^-^ ^terprise." hy 
Research Group,   February 15    inyf'  ^tlonal War College  Strategic 
file  at the  Industrial Collie  S*the A^  fr 0ther 8UCh P«^"  on 

restricted,  but their appllcfti^ io^^C^rr^^^rrSn^al 

teglc StucllIT^rT^r^T^ :"ÜCrnat"iomi1 Institute for Stra- 
and Politic r^™^™^^ rZ^uVt *? Vern0p,S II^LJ^Hinomlc 
Division m- Kv-..,.^1 ggfinglr^r-f^^si^^ gn ^th^j^. 
Harvard University. Boston,  1972 JUlSineSS Ministration,'   ^, 

3    Eugene Staley, WL1rLiInd_tho Private  Invcgt^ A study In the 

-    -- ■ — - 
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1.  The' MNC 

Thus It can be seen that düfinitions are the heart of the problem. 
To start with the multinational corporation, there are difficult 
definitional problems at the outset.  Some have defined it in terms 
of the percentage of a corporation's total investment or gross sales 
in or derived from operations outside its home country, others 
according to the areas of its operations, and still others by the 
extent of international ownership or the international character of 
Its management.  IEPA'S Center for Multinational Studies has preferred 
to use the simpler definition that any corporation uith major operating 
facilities in two or more countries outside its home country1^ is 
multinational. 

The key aspect of the multinational corporation is its inter- 
nationalization not only of production, but also of sourcing, 
marketing, financing, and management, so as to maximize profits by 
the most efficient use and distribution of its goods and services. 

2.  National Security 

It should be noted first that there is no agreed or commonly 
accepted definition of national security in the U.S. Government 
organization.  The term is generally taken to be a combination of 
national defense and foreign relations.^ The function of the National 
Security Council is "to advise the President with respect to the 
integration of domestic, foreign, and military policies relating to 

Relations of Internationa'•. Politics and Internationa] Private Invest- 
ment, Doubleday, Doran and Company, Garden City, New York, 193S. 
(Wo have been informed that a revised edition of this book has been 
published, but have thus far been unable to obtain a copy to deter- 
mine the extent of updating.) 

4 With few exceptions, such as binational multinationals like 
Shell and Unilever, it is still easy to identify, in principle, the 
"home" country of an MNC, although this may get increasingly difficult 
as true internationalization develops.  It is important to recall, 
however, that legally there is no such thing as an "American corpora- 
tion in Spain," for example, or a British company in the United States, 
Whatever the ownership, the foreign subsidiary is incorporated under 
the laws of the host country or state, and is therefore a Spanish 
company, or a Delaware corporation, etc., except in the case of 
branch operations such as oil companies or banks. 

5 See for example Executive Order 11052, March 8, 1972, defining 
national security information as that which requires protection "in 
the interest of the national defense or foreign relations of the 
United States (hereinafter collectively termed 'national security')." 

  *^*«t jd 
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the national security,"6 but wi 
the simplest definition was tha 
record that in 1929 he summoned 
whether our defenses were "stro 
landing of foreign soldiers on 
receiving an affirmative answer 
did not further concern himself 

thout defining the latter.  Perhaps 
t of President Moover whose memoirs 
his Army and Navy Chiefs to ask them 

ng enough to prevent a successful 
the continental United States?" On 

, he dismissed them and apparently 
with national security questions. 

Even the somewhat broader definition of preserving the national 
sovereignty against foreign coercion is hardly sufficient for the 
latter part of the 20th century. The definition must be expanded 
at least to cover the ability to pursue, and if possible achieve, 
national objectives abroad, objectives which include economic as' 
well as political and military interests. 

In the post-war period, the advent of thermonuclear weapons and 
the rise of the cold war led to an ideological polarization in which 
the U.S. definition of "national security" was closely involved with 
a perceived communist threat. 

As the world power structure becomes more multipolar and Jetente 
diplomacy increasingly characterizes relations between the United 
States, Europe and Japan, and the U.S.S.R. and China, security is 
often currently placed in the context of the stability of the inter- 
national system; for, it is argued, true unilateral national security 
is beyond the roach of any single state because its military attain- 
ment would be threatening to other countries and thus destabilizing. 

Thus at the present time, national security can be seen in terms 
of a series of perceptions making a ring of concentric circles; and 
in the current international security context, it is of potentially 
unlimited, ramifications, reaching beyond the traditional military- 
industrial base-alliance system circle.  The outer circle thus 
includes international relations generally and, in particular, both 
national and international economics. 

In this survey, therefore, for purposes of exploring the major 
areas of interaction between national security and the multinationol 
corporation, we have considered. 

First, the narrowest "territorial integrity" and its military 
hardware-component; 

6 Webster's New International Dictionary defines "security" as 
"the quality or condition of being secure . . . being protected or 
not exposed to danger"; and "national' is, of course, defined as "of 
or pertaining to the nation," 

7 Herbert Hoover, Memoirs. Macmillan, New York, 1952. Vol. II 
p. 338. .      *    ' 
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Second, tlic confrontation with the major challenging power centers 
(i.e., U.S.S.R., China, EEC, Japan); 

Third, the broadest concept of national security as a web of 
economic and political interrelationships and alliances to ensure 
stability and security without undue sacrifice of national interests 
and sovereignty. 

One other definitional problem is whether to treat the institution 
of the "multinational corporation" in the abstract (that is, irrespective 
of its ownership and operations) and the potential conflict with 
the nation-state in the abstract; or whether to deal with American- 
based multinationals (or foreign-based muJtinationals operating in 
the United States) and American national security.  The survey focuses 
on the American perspective; but includes a few references to the 
more theoretical and abstract literature, where it is applicable. 

Focus of the Survey 

In the light of the foregoing, this survey has sought to identify 
the national security aspects of MNC activities in terms of four 
major areas: 

1. Military and Industrial Production Rase 

How does the internationalization of production and the transfer 
of technology implicit in the operations of the MNC's affect the 
U.S. military posture and industrial production base? 

2. The Political Effects of MNfC's 

To what degree are MNC's a source of conflict or stability in 
the international system? 

3. The Economic Effects of MNC's 

To the degree that a nation's ability to provide for its national 
security depends on its economic position, do the economic repercus- 
sions of the MNC facilitate or complicate the problem of insuring 
national security and employing the economic instruments of power? 

l!'- Areas of Spccinl Inmact:  The Military rol.Uical and 
Economic Effects of MNC's on East-West Relations 

What is the extent and potential of MNC involvement in new 
economic relationships now developing with the Soviet Union, Eastern 
Europe and China, and what is the impact of those relationships on 
national security? 

The body of the survey identifies the major specific areas of 
potential MNC-national security interaction within each of these 
four areas, and comments on the literature bearing on each one. 

  ■ ■—  -^- -- --  — ■■     - ■ —^ 
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Summary of Findings 
* 

Given the diversity of both subject matter and source material, 
it is difficult to summarize the findings except in very general terms. 

1, On the effects on the military and industrial production base, 
the security aspects do not appear to be comprehensively covered in 
the MNC literature, with the partial exception of the transfer of 
technology and information; and even there, the "national security" 
aspects are treated sparsely, as they are on the major industry> 
categories most essential to national defense.  The whole subject of 
peaceful uses of atomic energy, proliferation of nuclear and defense 
technology and the role of the MNC's, in the context of national 
security, appears to be a subject of potentially useful research, 
as do the national security aspects of technological transfers 
(and acquisitions) by the MNC in general. 

It should be understood, of course, that considerably more infor- 
mation is presumably available in various government agencies, such 
as the Industrial College of the Armed Forces, and from industry 
sources on the "defense mobilization" aspect; but such studies and 
documents could not, of course, be included in this survey. With 
government-sponsored access, productive research might be possible 
in this area. 

The national security aspect which appears most Reserving of 
further research efforts concerns the effects of MNC operations on 
the availability of critical raw materials.  Although there is a 
growing data base and literature on the general subject cf raw 
materials, the specific role of the MNC does not appear to have been 
adequately researched from the national security standpoint, except 
insofar as the MNC's are involved in foreign extractive operations 
which bring them into conflict with host country nationalism. 

2. There is considerable research and publication dealing with 
the MNC as a source of conflict with the nation-state and as a 
cause of conflicts between host and home countries, and to a lesser 
extent as a source of stability in the international system. 
Political conflicts over the investments of MNC's could, of course, 
become serious enough to have national security implications 
(especially if critical supplies, such as oil, were to be cut off). 
This is recognized and explored in the literature, but usually in 
very genera], terms. An effort to develop hypothetical conflict 
scenarios might be worthwhile, although this may emerge from one 
of the research projects underway. 

The important subsidiary question of the MNC as both a source 
and a channel of influence in international policies has not been the 
subject of much objective academic research, with one or two signi- 
ficant exceptions, although data and ease studies are admittedly 
difficult to obtain.  One possible research project in the political 

: 
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area would be a review of the literature and surveys of opinion to 
try to determine the extent to which national security considerations, 
not overtly identified as such, may be implicitly involved in the 
many concerns expressed about loss of economic control or corporate 
power versus national sovereignty, in connection with the MNC, and 
whether such concerns affect attitudes toward the MNC's home country. 

The literature on the economic effects can only be character- 
enormous, covering the effects of foreign investment, mainly 

, both on home and host countries, in terms of balance o*F 
, trade, investment levels, production, employment, finances, 
).  Thus the problem here is to identify specific "national 
' impacts. The question can be oversimplified into a para- 
^Charles Wilson's often misquoted statement about General 
"Is whac's good for the U.S.-based MNC good for the United 
And is what's good for the United States also good for the 

3. 
ized as 
by MNC's 
payments 
and taxe 
security 
phrase o 
Motors: 
States? 
MNC?" 

There is a growing amount of research on the effect of the MNC 
on the global economy and monetary system, but the national security 
aspects of the decline in the dollar and continuing monetary insta- 
bility appear to warrant more careful study.  (The potential 
instabilities from MNC operations may be less than those caused by 
the billions of reserve assets,which will be placed in the hands of 
the Arab oil producers; and this aspect would appear worthy of 
additional research.)  The responsibility of the MNC, as opposed to 
governmental expenditures, for U.S. balance of payments crises is 
far from clear, however. The case that excessive "national security" 
preoccupations and expenditures have harmed the U.S. economy and 
the MNC can be made more easily than the converse proposition.  The 
basic issue of the transformation of the U.S. from a creditor to 
a debtor nation and its implications for national se mrity requires 
rigorous study, even though the MNC's effects are favorable. 

It should be noted, however, that the important subject of the 
growing foreign direct investment in the United States and its 
impact on national security is relatively lightly treated and would 
appear an important area for further research, along with the 
question of what foreign technology might be worth acquiring from a 
national security standpoint. 

Similarly, the extent to which the MNC can help or hinder the 
United States from conducting either offensive or defensive (e.g., 
strategic trade controls) economic warfare against one or more'foreign 
countries is another relative lacuna in the public literature. 

If one broadens the definition of national security to include 
the widest possible circle, that is the basic stability of the entire 
international system, there is an important question about the extent 
to which the control, or sovereignty, as Professor Vernon terms it, 
is challenged by the international phenomenon of the multinational' 
corporations with their large size and operating flexibility.  This 

-- - --   - ^^-. ~~^.~^ """■■-' ■' t_^~ JM 
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appears to be one of the most popular research toples in the entire 
MNC area, especially among political scientists—who have followed 
the economists into the subject as the MNC became an incrcasinsly 
fashionable topic. ' 

« 4-JhCJM?,^ly Post-"av  literature emphasized the business aspects 
of the MNC's, the "how" as well as the "why" of international opera- 
tions, and management and marketing.  During the sixties, the primary 
tocus was on the economic impact of the MNC on both home and host 
counties, and currently it is upon the international financia] »and 
monetary system.  Interest in the potential conflict between the MNC 
and the nation-state, noted above, has coincided with the attack on 
tne multinational corporation by organized labor in the United 
States, and to a lesser extent in some European countries  It is 
noteworthy in this connection that the emphasis of these critics 
has been on the alleged "export of jobs," and that they have for the 
most part foregone the opportunity to make a "national security" 
argument against the multinationals.8 

Regarding the MNC-nation-state conflict, to the extent that 
answers, as distinguished from questions, have been developed in 
the growing research, a consensus seems to be developing among the 
academicians (though not the business community) that international 
controls, regulation, registration, conventions, agreements, and 
codes are the answer.  Curiously enough, this is the same answer 
advocated three decades ago by Professor Staley.9 One can argue the 
question of whether U.S. national security would be more advanced 
than retarded by "denationalization" or international control of 
the multinational enterprise.  But this gets into broader aspects of 
the future character of the international system in all of its 
ramifications in the decade ahead, and even into more philosophical 
questions, which probably cannot be answered definii-ively  The 
national security implications of these questions appear to warrant 
more thorough study. 

r™.  R T
Rn  ie 0nG aPParent exception (the testimony of the AFL- 

CIO s Andrew Bicmiller to the Subcommittcp on International Trad- 
Senate Finance Committee, March 6, 1973) which details the aerospace 
industry s alleged export of jobs, advanced technology, and taxpayer- 
financed research through contracts involving missiles and military 
aircraft, only mentions "national security" once. 

.  1
9. S|:^y' SS£ '•ind tho  r'ri"'te Investor, cited, undertaken 

back in 1935 as part of the University of Chicago "Causes of War" 
project under Quincy Wright. 
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The evidence avuilable to us tentatively suggests that the answer 
to the seeond question is that U.S. security has not been adversely 
affected—and it has probably been helped, since the MNC's definitely 
strengthen the relative position of the United States in the world 
economy; and that specific risks (such as dissemination of sensitive 
information) are still within the power of the Government to control 
as nectssary. 

The evidence also suggests that the ansv/er to the first juestion 
is that MNC's are, on balance, more of an asset than a liability; 
and that since international economics is not a zero-sum game, the 
United States also benefits, at least in the short term, from the 
reciprocal access of foreign-based multinationals to the United 
States, although there are some potential security aspects here 
which have not been thoroughly considered or researched.  The most 
important basic question, therefore, is the sensitive one of whether 
the United States can seek to maximize the national security benefits 
of private industry's foreign direct investments (that is the U.S.- 
based MNC's and their overseas operations) without, by the very 
attempt to do so, turning them into potential political liabilities. 
This question has been touched on lightly, if at all, in the existing 
public literature.  The reverse case—that actions to curtail U.S.- 
based MNC's would have an adverse effect on U.S. national security 
(as distinguished from the economy) has also not been made very 
clearly. 

A Note on Methodology 

The approach taken in this survey was, first, to draw upon the 
general knowledge of IEPA and its affiliated Center for Multi- 
national Studies in blocking out the outline of issues; secondly, to 
review the major governmental studies in the light of this outline; 
and third, to review the available bibliographies of the private 
research. 

The breadth of the subject matter, the difficulty of defining 
the MNC-national security interaction, already described, and the 
sheer volume of the literature (well over a thousand items) has made 
it impossible to offer definitive findings.  In some cases, the 
short time-frame of Llie survey, or the difficulty in obtaining 
materials, has forced us to rely on secondary references and bibli- 
ographical descriptions.  In reaching a tentative conclusion that a 
given area is not thoroughly dealt with in the literature, therefore, 
we cannot be certain that some significant piece of research might 
not have escaped our attention. 

Moreover, it should bo understood that the numerous references 
in this survey are intended to be illustrative rather than exhaustive. 
Since the available bibliographies themselves run to several hundred 
pages, there was no choice except to be highly selective in the 
references given. An apology must therefore bo extended to authors 
of important contributions to the available literature whose works 
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have been omitted from the references, whether duo to oversisht or 
to limitations of space.  Because of the focus of the survey upon 
American-based multinationals and American security, only passing 
reference is made to the significant body of literature which has 
been developed in Great Britain, and to a lesser extt;nt on the 
European Continent en this subject. 

Note on Source ilaterials 

The basic data which both governmental and private researchers 
have used comes primarily from U.S. Government sources, principally 
the extensive data base maintained by the Department of Commerce and 
published, usually through the regular issues of the Survey of 
Current Business. Although there are gaps, and the comprehensive 
data base is now several years old, there is, in general, adequate 
factual data from which researchers can draw conclusions.  The 
Government's own data base is supplemented by surveys conducted by 
various business organizations of their members on a variety of 
top-.cs and by the samples researched in depth at the Harvard 
Business School multinational project. 

The most significant government studies are those of the so- 
called Williams Commission (Commission on International Trade and 
Investment Policy) in July 1971,10 the two reports of the Council c 
International Economic Policy,1- the Commerce Department studies or 
the multinational corporation,12 and congressional hearings.  The 
two most active committees have been, first, the Subcommittee on 
Foreign Economic Policy of the Joint Economic Committee which held 
extensive hearings in July 1970,13 and the Subcommittee on Inter- 
national Trade, chaired by Senator Ribicoff, of the Senate Finance 

10 United States International Economic Policy in an Interdepen- 
dent World, Commission on International Trade and Investment Policy, 
Washington, D.C., 1971. The report is supplemented by two volumes 
of supporting papers and studies. 

11 The report of Peter G. Peterson, The United States in the 
Changing World Economy, Volumes I and II, U.S. Government Printing 
Office, Washington, 1972, and International Economic Report nf the 
President, The Annual Report of the Council on International Economic 
Policy, transmitted to Congress, March 1973. 

12 Collected in The Multinational Corporation, Studies on U.S. 
Foreign Inveatment, Vol. 1 and 2, Bureau of international Commerce, 
U.S. Department of Commerce, U.S. Government Pointing Office, 
Washington, March 3 972 and April 1973. 

13 A rorei,";n llronomie Policy fnr the 1970^, P;irt 'I, The 
M Ü tinat inn.-11_ Cdj'piD-.-rt iiin .DKI I IIUMMMI ional Investment, Hoar i ngs 
before the Suboomniittee on Foreign Economic Policy, Joint Economic 
Committee, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, 1970. 

    - •- -        .■.-<~-..~ ^   .^.■■.  
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Commit tee. ■"■  In addition, the Senate Finance Committee has published 
two major documents, a compendium drawing on inputs by U.S. firms 
and associations,1^ and, of even greater significance, the exhaustive 
930-page study by the U.S. Tariff Commission made by request of the 
Committee.^-" 

There are three major bibliographical references on the multi- 
national corporation: 

1. The foreign Policy Research Institute's Multinational Corpora- 
tion—Nation-State Interaction, An Annotated lUb] iograpliy, Phila- 
delphia, 1971. 

2. The National Planning Association's British-North American 
Committee, Multinational Corporations in Developed Countries: A 
Review of Recent Research and Policy Thinking by Sperry Lea and 
Simon Webley, Washington, 1973; and 

3. Lee C. Nehrt, et al. International Business Research—Past, 
Present and Future, Indiana University Bureau of Business Research, 
Bloomington, Indiana, 1970. 

Other bibliographical sources such as abstracts of dissertations 
were also used as appropriate. 

t 

14 Foreign Trade, Hearings before the Subcommittee on Inter- 
national Trade of the Senate Committee on Finance, May 1971, U.S. 
Government Printing Office, Washington, 1971. 

15 "Multinational Corporations," Compendium of Papers Submitted 
to the Subconunittee on International Trade of the Senate Committee 
on Finance, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, 1973. 

16 The Implications of Multinational Firms for World Trade and 
Investment and for U.S. Trade and Labor, Report to the Senate 
Committee on Finance, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, 
ir73. 
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I.   ErrccTS or TIII: MNC ON nir n.s. MTr.Tt'ARY posriffiE AND 
INDüSTRJAL rKODUCTION BASE 

Introduction 

The central question posed, "How does the internationalization of 
production and the transfer of technology ijnplicit in the operations 
of the MNC's affect the U.S. military posture and industrial production 
base?" cannot be answered in the abstract.  That is, one must have at 
least an implicit notion of like.Ly national security requirements aud 
scenarios involving limited conflicts abroad, major buildups and mobil- 
ization, or renewed throats of thermünuclear strategic conflict. 

Furthermore, it must be stated at the outset that the "literature 
on MNC operations" under review in this survey simply does not concern 
itself with these questions.  Indeed, there seems to be a fairly common 
assumption stated explicitly by Charles Schnitze1 that economic consi- 
derations in general, let alone those affected by the MNC, do not have 
too much impact on our security posture within the likely range of 
defense effort on the one hand and economic developments on the other. 
Theoretically, of course, one could envisage an economic disaster analo- 
gous to the depression of the 1930's which would place absolute limits 
on the resources available for national defensef and one could also 
hypothesize the transfer abroad of major sections of the U.S. industrial 
production base, with the United States becoming a "service" economy in 
which it would be dlfflcvslt to quickly reestablish domestic production 
capability for supplying the traditional and modern armaments and sup- 
plies required in a buildup.  But even in such a farfetched scenario, 
a modern industrial society would probably retain the knowledge and 
latent capacity to reestablish such a production base; the strategic 
significance rests in the lead time. 

The traditional classification of security requirements into stra- 
tegic deterrence forces, general purpose forces and what might be termed 
"military assistance" capabilities suggests that the need for a major 
mobilization buildup is amoiig the less likely contingencies.  One lias 
to expect a return to the type of "threat" perceived during the cold 
war to foresee a requirement for major U.S. buildups in Europe, and 
perhaps the far East.  The present production base would appear to be 
adequate for the local conflict—military assistance needs; and a 
thermonuclear exchange would presumably involve the strategic forces 
in being. However, liiere is a requirenont for a significant capability 
to assist in post-attack survival and recuperation, in which the potential 
of the MNC could be important, although a precise analysis is very diffi- 
cult . 

U mm 

1 "The Economic Content of National Security Policy" pp. 522-5lIO 
in Foreign Affairs, April 1973. 

2 However, it is to be hoped that the tools and methods for stim- 
ulating an economy out of a recession uvc  better understood now than in 
the 1930*8, even though the art of doing so without substantial inflation 
is as yet unmastered. 

**. 
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Still oiiotlicr gonuine national security concern is avoidance of 
the diffiision of advanced nuclear, missile, and other weapons tech- 
nology leading to a proliferation of independent national war-making 
capabilities.  There are ahuost an unlimited number of books, articles 
and studies, governmental, by "think tanks", and by academicians 
dealing with alternative war scenarios.  But insofar as we have been 
able to discover, they simply are not addressed in the so-called "MNC" 
literature. A much more thorough examination would be needed to de- 
velop the possible interaction of the MNC and national security in 
the context described above.  This might be an area worthy of reseavch, 
at least for those who are concerned with planning against the range of 
possible national security contingencies, however unlikely they may now 
appear. 

The sections below treat the effects of international.izing production, 
the so-called transfer of technology issue, and the role of the MNC as a 
two-way channel of information.  The final section of Part I looks at the 
question of availability of critical raw materials. 

A. Effects on Plant Capacity, Skill Levels and Resourees in Terms of 
the Defense Production Base -in the U.S. and Abroad 

1.  Industry Categories 

The industrial sector in the United States is obviously the major 
CDntributor to the Nation's economic and military strength.  It is ax- 
iomatic tj regard the productive capacity of American industry as the 
bulwark of onr defense. Most studies on mobilization of resources and 
plant capacity, and skill levels as related to defense production are 
firmly roolf.d in the U.S. experiences of the Korean and Second World 
Wars.  Since the multinational corporation has really only emerged as 
a significant force since World War II, there is an extraordinarily 
li-iited literature available.  Tu be sure, George Lincoln's EconomJcs 
of National Security^ rnentiorc ^e importance of foreign direct in- 
vestment to defense mobilizacion, but it is in connection, with the 
extraction and processing of raw materials, and not with the manu- 
facture of industrial products. Very little has been done in reference 
to the relationship ofthe policies, problems and practices of the mul- 
tinational corporation to national security and defense management. 
Not even Charles Hitch and Roland McKean's The Economics of Defense in 
the Nuclear Age'1 contains any reference to the trans formal ion that the 
internationalization of production and technology transfer lias wrought 
on the U.S. industrial production mobilization potential.  The only 
work that we are aware of that directly relates to this subject is 

3 George A. Lijnooln, Economics of National Security, Second Edition, 
Prentice-Hall, Englcwood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1955, 

Charles d. Hitch K Roland N. McKean, Economic.^ of Defense in the 
Nuclear Age, Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, l'Jüü. 

■tfHM ,*»<_ 
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Jack Uehrm.ui's study of the MultJnational Produrtion Consortia:  From 
tho NATO üxporionoo.5 Bchrman tried to discover what impact multi- 
national corporations had on the defense production base of Western 
Europe, and concluded that their contrihution was not very significant, 

Die to Lhc lack of hard data on the general effects of MNC's 
on the lefense production base, it is advisable to examine specific 
industry groups to ascertain their relative strengths and weaknesses. 

a. Computers: There have been only a few studies of the f 
effects of MNC's on the computer indi- try and they have little to do 
with the national security question,  flw Conference Hoard has stu- 
died the motives of American business executives in investing abroad. 
Hie study was commissioned and published by the U.S. Department of^ 
Commerce,6 and covers 15 li.dustrles and 76 corporations.  The origin, 
extent, and nature of foreign operations of four companies ifi the 
office and computing machine Industry are described in the report, as 
well as the reasons for the initial foreign investment, the relation- 
ship between foreign and domestic operations and the existing state 
of technology in the industry. 

Christopher Layton in Trans-Atlantic Investments also discusses 
the role of the MNC in promoting, the formation of European computer 
companies, straddling frontiers.' 

b. Electrical and Electronics Industries:  The Tariff Com- 
mission study on the "Implications of Multinational Firms for World 
Trade and Investment and for U.S. Trade and Labor," contains a number 
of tables comparing all firm and MNC employment data for selected 
countries, total sales, and average unit labor costs for the electri- 
cal and electronic Industry. 

The Conference Board study for the Commerce Department cited 
contains several case histories on the electrical machinery, radio, 
television, and communications equipment industries. 

X 

5 Jack N. Uchrman, Multinational Production Consortia: From 
the NATO Expor.iencc, Department of State, Intolligence & Research, 
External Research Study, August 1971. 

6 Tho Conference Board, Why Industry Invests Abroad, Summary 
of Findings, Report to the Office of International Finance and Invest- 
ment, Bureau of International Commerce, in U.S. Department of Commerce, 
The Mult:inational Corporation, Volume 2,  cited. 

7 The Atlantic Papers of the Atlantic Institute, University Press 
of Cambridge, Massachusetts, and Dunellen, New York, 1(J70. 
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Tlic CoiniiicrcG Department also commissioned a study and analysis by 

Professor Robert Stobaugh of Harvard Business Sehool of a foreign in- 
vestment in Taiwan in the electrical machinery industry (ajnong other 
industries).  Professor Stobaugh concluded that there is a strong pre- 
ference by American management for keeping production in the United 
States rather than transferring it abroad, he noted that offshore 
production is engaged in only when it is impossible to keep the share 
of the foreign market through domestic production and export.° 

The strongest U.S. organjzod labor complaints about foreign direct 
investment and imports center around the electrical and electronic in- 
dustries. Several investigations by the U.S. Tariff Commission on economic 
conditions of the electronic industry have been the result of union pe- 
titions; Economic Factors Affecting the Use of Items 807.00 and 8(16.30 
of the Tnri.fi' Schedules of the United 
of the imports of electronic components 

States 
g— 

contains a detailed breakdown 

Labor spokesmen have not argued on a national security basis, however; 
their argument is that such overseas operations contribute to unemployment 
in the United States.  The electronics industries in Taiwan, hong Kong, 
and Korea are repeatedly cited as examples where products, technology and 
jobs have been exported to offshore manufacturing facilities of multi- 
national firms.10 

It is important to note that the kind of production "exported" by 
these multinationals is not always defense-related; in fact, most of 
this offshore production is in consumer electronics such as television 
and radio. 

*> 

8 Robert Stobaugh and Associates, "U.S. Multinational Enterprises 
and the U.S. Economy," in U.5:'. Department of Commerce, The Multinational 
Corporation, Volume I, cited. 

9 Economic Factors Affecting the Use of Items 807.00 and 80G.30 of 
the Tariff Schedules of the United States. Tariff Commission Publication 

Government Printing Office, Washington, September, 1970.  These 
manu- 

339, U.S 
tariff items cover the reentry of items assembled abroad using U.S 
faetured components, with duties levied only on the value added 

10 See Paul Jennings' testimony before the Subcommittee on Foreign 
Economic Policy, Joint Economic Committee on "A Foreign Economic Policy 
for the 1970^," cited. Also see testimony of Andrew Memillcr and Nat 
Goldfinger before Subcommittee on Science, Research and Development, 
Committee on Science and Astronautics, U.S. House of Representatives, on 
Science/J'er-lmolngy and the Economy, No. ^, U.S. Government Printing Office, 
Washington, 1971; and George Meony before the Subcommittee on International 
Trade, Senate Finance Committee on Foreign Trade, U.S. Government Printing 
Office, Washington, 1971.  Also see Congress ionnl Record, August 5, 1971, 
11-8082, "Multinational Corporations"; article discusses "runaway shops" in 
the electrical industry, Item 807.00 of TSUS, and includes a report by 
Dr. Detty Traum on unemployment in the garment and electrical Industries. 

■tax.   ■■ 
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It does not appear, therefore, that the offshore production has 
been very deleterious to national security.  The American electronics 
industry depends less on defense orders than many think. Less than 
a tenth of IBM's $3.5 billion turnover consists of defense orders, and 
that share is falling.  General Electric helievcs that government eon- 
tracts have a place in their business, but keeps the defense share to 
about twenty percent of turnover.  The backbone of the electronics 
business is commercial and not military; for tha bulk of the evidence 
indicates that defense profits are generally lower than commercial ones, 

In evaluating the effect on U.S. security of internationalized pro- 
duction in key industries, it is useful to look at effects perceived 
elsewhere.  The EEC has published a detailed study of U.S. investments 
in the electrical Industry of the EEC countries, which notes that one-sixth 
of the EEC production is controlled by U.S. corporations with a dominant 
U.S. MNC position in such key sectors as integrated circuits and computers. 
The study concludes that European competitors forced into a secondary 
position constitute "an unacceptable limitation or. the economic sovereignty 
of the European states since an industry is involved which is of strategic 
economic importance."12 The study, of course, was designed to support 
recommendations for common European policy for the electrical-electronic 
industry, even though the study finds that the MNC effect on employment, 
industrial development, balance of payments and teelmology in the host 
countries is favorable. The significant point is that the basis of 
European concern is economic and industrial competitiveness rather than 
security, per se, even though the sector iwolved is a critical one from 
the standpoint of modern military technology. 

Jules Brackman, Research Professor of Economics at NYU, has done a 
study of electronic imports and their impact on the U.S. consumer and on 
employment, commissioned by the Electronics Industry Association of 
Japan.^^ Professor Brackman discusses international trade, the U.S. 
balance of payments, the growing U.S. television and radio market, tele- 
vision imports, employment and productivity, prices, and the consumer, 
in an effort to assess the effect of electronic imports on the U.S. 
economy. He concludes that the overall effect was beneficial to the 
U.S. economy, although he did not consider national security ramifications. 
In short, there is much literature on the effects of international in- 
vestments on production, employment, trade and balance of payments in 
the electrical industry, but little discussion of its consequences to 
national security. 

■0   - 

11 Layton,  Trans-Atlantic  Tnvcstmepts,  cited. 

12 Commission of the European Communities,  Tlie Electronic  Industries 
of Countries  of the Community and American  Investments,   Brussels,  l'Jü'J. 

13 ,lul"S  Brackman,  JlLcclronic   Imports:     Tbc  U.S.   Consumer  and 
Dnnlovmont. Sydney S.   Baron,  New York, Septonber, 1!)72. 
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c.    Aerospaco;     For the past generation,   the United States has 
dominated tlio aerospace industry.    Overall,  the United States has pro- 
duced about 80 percent of the aircraft of the free world airline fleets 
It has generally been assumed that this industry will remain securely 
donujiated by U.S.  production because it is  strong  in exports   (in the 
period 19GS  Lo 1970 there was an aerospace trade surplus of nearly $10 
billion) ,  is high in technology and because it continuef   to reccJve 
large military aircraft orders which help bolster  its viability. 

Several studies challenge this opinion.    Andrew lUemiller,  Director 
Department of Legislation, AFL-CIO,   testified  before Senator Ribicoff's   ' 
Subcommittee on International Trade of the Senate  Cocnmittee on Finance 
that the American aerospace industry was steadily  being exported  abroad. 
He gave as  examples  the sale of an entire missile  system   (the Thor-Delta 
launch rocket);  the licensing of military aircraft manufacture abroad, 
(the 1-4    the F-5E and the F-104 Starflghter) ;  and the assembly of com- 
ponents  abroad,   (the memory core of the Safeguard anti-missile system and 
the engine of the B-l bomber) M 

Industry spokesmen vehemently deny that they are exporting the aero- 
space industry overseas.    But they do conctde that the American hegemony 
in the   aerospace field  is declining. 

• ., •Kar:L5,:JI,arr'  Jr"  thG Resident of the Aerospace Industries Asso- 
ciation   (AIA)   has predicted that competition for the  aircraft market 
for the period 197U to 1985, which has been estimated at $li|8 billion 
will become much fiercer as Great Britain,  France,  West Germany    Italy 
and Japan enter the market.l^1 

_    This theme has been repeated        other publications by the AIA 
resins Via sVCCtcx  of American technological strength declining because 
Of the limited financial rcFources available to  U.S.   manufacturers. 
These publications note thai  foreign competition is moving into the lon-- 
range aircraft area,   including the Concorde SST,  the medium ran^e    in- ° 
S    i5Srth! ^ Gnsine A"300ß air>b"s

J  and the short range,  including 
the biOL aircraft,  all supported by foreign government subsidies.IG 

For a European view of the aerospace  industry,   it  is helpful to 
look at Christopher Layton's work.17 

«   » 

Andrew Bicmiller's testimony before Subcommittee un International 
Trade, cited. 

u    v
lS,    Terhnology and Trade:    Essential Economic Partners. AIA Speech 

by Karl G. llarr,  Jr.,   President,  January •!, 1972, 

6   AorogEnog^Facts and Figures 1972-1973.  Aerospace Industries 
Association, Washington,   D.C., 1973.    Sec also  Intornational Trndo — 
ii:

,illi'i.l!Zj;,i_l>ili:n^ü:, theme of tho International Committee» mootln" at 
Williomsburg, Va., October 26-29, 1971, Aerospace Industries Association. 

17 Lay con,  Trans -Atlan t- i c Tnves |-mcnts,  cited. 
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This Is a fruitful area for research, particularly in view of the 
military sensitivity of the industry.  The recent GE-SNCCHA controversy 
has highlighted the strategic and political Jjiiportance of the aerospace 
field. 

d. Shipbuild inf1;:  Generally the shipbuilding industry is not 
considered to be a "multinational enterprise," although competitive 
bidding is often on an international scale.  This industry is mentioned 
in this study because of the strategic importance it holds within the 
transportation industry.  While there is no literature about the effects 
of MNC's on the shipbuilding industry, we have found references to its 
national security role, notably in George Lincoln's Economics of National 
Security, cited. The shipbuilding industry is important because all 
available studies indicate that it is Japan and Europe who are most com- 
petitive in tliis field.  It is also an area which U.S. MNC's have appar- 
ently overlooked. 

e. 
studies 

Tradi tional Armaments: 
m 

Our research 
the armaments 

has not come across 
field, but there are any studies on the role of MNC's 

studies available on the traditional armaments procurement policies of 
the United States.-1-0 For the most part, defense equipment is purchased 
directly from industry here in the United States.  In seme rare cases, 
it has been produced by a consortium, as exemplified by NATO's efforts.1^ 
There are also examples of military aircraft being licensed abroad,  but 
this production lias been for local defense rather than for export back to 
the United States. 

f.  Transportati on Ecpaipmcnt:  There have been several studies 
on the transportation equipment industries.  The Stobaugh study for the 
Commerce Department, cited, contains a case history involving an in- 
vestment in the Philippines in a plant to assemble motor vehicles. 

The Conference Board study for the Commerce Departi ant, cited, 
contains an analysis of six companies which are primnrily engaged in 
the manufacture of automobiles and of automobile parts.  This study 
outlines the reasons for the foreign investment, the exchange of tech- 
nology and the relationship between domestic and foreign production. 

The hiiplicatlons of Multinational Firms also contains a detailed 
breakdown of the Impact of MNC's on labor in the United States and 
abroad in such areas an employment, sales, unit labor costs, and com- 
pensation in the transportation equipment industry.21 

■« 

18    Especially Lincoln,  Economics  of National Security,  cited. 

19 

20 

Behrman, Multinational  Production Censortia,  cited. 

Bicmillcr testimony, cited. 

"   Senate Finance Committee Compendium of Papers, cited. 
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Other studies of interest are J. Wilner Sundelson's artiele, "U.S. 
Automotive Investments Abroad "^and Jack Baranson's Automotive Indus- 
tries in Dcvelo]).?!!;.1; Co\intr.ies?3 

A European view of the auto industry is found in Layton's Atlantic 
Institute study.^^ 

In terms of national security, the American transportation industry 
would not seem adversely affected by the activities of MNC's. Most of 
the companies in this group do import raw materials, semi-irumufactu^es, 
and components (as v^ell as complete automobiles from subsidiaries) to 
be used and sold domestically.  But according to the Stobaugli Commerce 
Department study, cited, the imports are the same or similar to those 
made or purchased in the United States prior to the establishment of over 
overseas operations; the products imported were manufactured at consider- 
ably lower labor costs. 

There is also a large body of literature on the Canada-U.S. Auto- 
motive Agreement?5 This agreement was originally intended to be a 
sectoral free trade pact providing for rue eventual elimination of 
barriers to North American trade in automotive products and to protect 
and increase Canada's share of North American automotive production. 
While the United States has been in deficit with Canada for the past 
few years in automotive trade, in part because of the agreement, there 
does not appear to be any cause for concern that the U.S. would be 
wholly dependent on Canadian automotive production in a time of mili- 
tary preparedness—the relative sizes of the industry on either side 
of the border preclude that. 

g. Nuclear Industry:  Little information on the role of the 
MNC's in the nuclear industry lias been located.  Considering the im- 
portance of this industry to our national security, this lack is in- 
iriguing, if not startling.  One of the major tenets of American foreign 
policy is nonprolifcration of nuclear weapons and the capability to 
produce such weapons, MNC-borne transfer of technology in the nuclear 

22 J. Wilner Sundelson, "U.S. Automotive Investments Abroad," in 
The International Corporation:  A Symposium, Charles P. Kindlebergci, ed. 
M.I.T. Press, Cambridge, 1070. 

23 Jack Baranson, Automotive Industries In Developing Countries, 
World Bank Occasional Papers No. 8, 1900. 

2^ Lay ton, Trans-Atlnnt.ic Invostmohts, cited. 

25 'J'lie Cannda-ll.S. Automotive Agreement:  An evaluation, Carl E. 
Beigie, NPA, 1970.  See also Toward a More Realistic Appraisal of the 
Automotive Afrpepment, Canadian-American Committee, NPA and Private 
PI annin- Association of Canada. Also Hearings before the Committee 
on finance, U.S. Senate, United SI al;es-(>mruUnnJWl:p!''"h:i 1 c A:-Pc-omrMiit, 
U S Government Printing Office, Washington, 1005; Canadian Automooile 

^I'lLl'Ji'lli-^iiL^IL'l11'11.1'''|l0'1': ol' t"lK' ''l^'si(l,-'1ll: to t'""".''^^ "" "i"^'non 
of the Ant nmo five i'l-oducls'Act ol' I%5, Sonate finance Committee, U.S. 
Government Printing UiTlco, Washington, 1072. 
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industry would obviously have a great impact on national security.  The 
Atomic Lnergy Commission is presently studying the transfer of nuclear 
technology, under the direction of Dr. Felix Glnzburg: the studv Is 
expected to be published shortly. Achille Albonotti'has ex^nined the 
nuclear Industry from a European viewpoint in a book entitled Europe 
and Nuclear Enerffy.26 Christopher Layton and Sr.^ney Rolfe have dlf^ 
cussed joint European efforts in the nuclear energy field 27For a 

iq^oS" 0f thS TCllar-  ^ergy indust-ry in ^pau, one should see the 
197^ testimony of Dr. Keichi Oshima before the House Science and Astro- 
inUthoSbP nmittOG S"b?0nmlttee P" S--nee, Research and Development 
In 11,0 hearings on Science, Technology, end the Economy, cited.   ' 

The whole subject of peaceful uses of atomic energy, proliferation 

Volumes I and II. cited, contain analyses and case histories of foreign 
investment in the chemical industry. rorexgn 

1-hp "SüJ^f? Com^sion  ^PO^t to the Senate Finance Committee on 
detail^^7^°^ ^^J^lonal "rms." cited, also contains rather 
nnoS      0S b^ed 0n äa1:a splGctGd from corporate interviews and 
Un?tefi

0^reS* T
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! 
map the ^act  of MNC'S 0" labor in tho United States  In a field where little hard data is available this 

compilation should bo interesting to researchers.    vaiJ-aiJJ-e. "Us 

of the^nn^ ^a"s-At1a"tic Tnvostments, cited, contains an analysis 
ot the Impact of foreign investment in the chemical industry in Europe 
that is also quite interesting. y   JjUroPG 

1071 Ih^TX;aCle PjJ^y R<«eaiv-h Centre in Great Britain published in 
of Ln^r ^-T I      chGm^  industry which provides an assessment 
^L7 I \^Ch/ree  trade trGatics have on the chemical industry in 
the United K^gdom, the United States, and West Germany?8 Professor 
JulesDrackman of NYU examines the internationalization of the chem- 
ical industry in  his book. The Economies of the Chemlcaj In^stal?9 

26 
Achille Albonetti,  Europe and Nuclear Energy.  Atlantic  Institute 

for International Affairs,  Paris, France, 1971, 
27 

M    i   u     .Ln^n^ iLyns-Atlantie  Investments.  and Sidney E. Rolfe,  Canltal 
Markets  an AtlruiMc  l^cnnmic  Ke I afionshT^Tin The Atlantic Papers ,^§^7 

2S 
Duncan Burn, Chemicals Under Free Trade:  European and Global 

Ojitions, Ihe Atlantic frade Study, Trade Foliey Research Centre, London, 1971 
29 

Jules Jir.ickman,  The_EoonomlcH of the Chomtcal  Industry. Manu- 
nimmie•ho    AeoA:^-« >. i-^ .—      i.i i_ • _     . ..    .        . ..Z".—■ '...-..~J-' tacturlng Cliomlsts Association, Washington,  February 1970. 

■M^MütfüteMittiii  -  -— ■   — ■- ■■' - -■  
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There is no known study on the interrelationship between the ohemical 
industry, the MNC's and national security. 

i. Heavy Industry;  Studies of the role of the MNC's in heavy 
industry are Found in the U.S. Tariff Comnässion study and in the Stobaugh 
and Conference Hoard Commerce Department studies, all cited. A study of 
the steel industry is found in Layton's Atlantic Institute work.30 Imports 
of steel, particularly Japanese imports, have come under scrutiny by the 
Senate finance Committee.^1 The American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI) 
has published several articles on the steel import problem, which deal 
with the imports of steel and our national security.  Steel industry 
spokesmen have argued that unless the rising trend of steel is arrested, 
there will not be enough continuing investment in additional steel pro- 
ducing and processing equipment to prevent critical bottlenecks in the 
nation's defense preparedness.32 The situation has eased somewhat in 
the past two years and the recent devaluations have benefitted the com- 
petitiveness of American steel in world trade. 

The steel industry is traditionally a nation-based industry, few 
steel companies having expanded internationally, except to secure raw 
materials. Although the industry is important to national security, 
and the extent of dependence on foreign sources is important, this is 
a question of trade policy, and not a function of MNC's. 

D.  Effects on MilrLary Technology 

1. Research and Developinont 

A decade ago the Danish economist, Erik Hoffmeyer, studied the pat- 
tern of U.S. trade and found that U.S. exports of "high technology" pro- 
ducts had increased twenty times in the period between World War I and the 
mid-fifties, while exports of traditional goods merely trebled.33 This 
.impact of technology and research and development (R&C) raises some 
issues of national policy.  The MNC's tend to be among the most innovative 
enterprises, and therefore play an important role in the area of R&D 

There are several important sources of information available on the 
R&D role of MNC's.  Jack Behrman of the University of North Carolina 

30 

31 

Lay ton, Trans-Atlcintic Investments, cited. 

Steel Imports, Staff Study of the Committee on Finance, U.S. 
Senate, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, December 19, 19G7. 

32 'i'be Steel Import Situation, speech by George A. Stinson, Chief 
Executive Officer, National Steel Corporation, June 20, 1970, AISI Public 
Affairs Luncheon.  Sec also The Steel Import: Proh.l'mi, AISI, New York, 
October, 1967. 

33 See  Pol icy Aspects  of Foreign  Investiiient  by  U.S.   Multi.n it ionai 
Corporal' innn,   p.   31  in  Tlio Mull iiKit innal   Corpoi'aLim.   Department oi 
Commerce, elted. 
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has studiocl their effect on the development of local research and de- 
velopment iacilxties in Europe-^ 

He concludes in part that: 

The multinational enterprise helps the host 
country reach a higher level of toch.iology. 
But it also raises problems of a claim on 
national resources for research. And it 
leaves a major problem of who controls 
the results of the research. So long as 
domestic ownership and control over key 
sectors and key technology are not achieved, 
national governments will feel threatened. 
The conflict of ownership will become 
increasingly important even though the 
research base is expanded by the activities 
of the multinational enterprise.  The 
multinational enterprise cannot reduce 
tensions by responding inducements to place 
research activities abroad, for the absence 
of domestic ownership and control is likely 
to become an even more serious source of 
tension. 

• -v81?^^!^ John Py™11^ has studied local R&D by foreign MNC's 
on the UnrL-ed Kingdom^ A.E.Safarian nas studied it in Canada?6and 
Donald Brash has studied it in Australia^7 

FncT^
The-Pr0CCe^gS 0f thG 1970 Sy^POsiu™ of the National Academy of 

Engineering contains much information on the research and development 
factor m  technology. Of particular interest is Dr. Michael Boretsky's 

3U 
Entornr i Rff T^f

8"' ^uj^jggtlonal Interests and the MuUtoatlona] 
.Enterprise-: Tensions Among thj North Atlantic ejjjjjü ^"^~ 
Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1970. rrentxec 

35 
John 11.  Dunning, American Investmgnt In British Manufacturing 

Industry.    London:     George Allen and Unwln, 19581  ^ 
o f 

McGraw ]Iin^lcj6ü?rian'  rorpi^ ^nership of Canadian  Industry    New York: 

37 
Donald T.  Brash, American  Investment in Australian  Industry 

Cambridge:     Harvard University press,  I%6 
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article on the "Concerns About the Present Ameriean Position in Inter- 
national Trade. "■:'0 

Dr. BoreLsky has also conducted several studies fcr the U. S. 
Conmicrco Department analyzing the relationship between .'esearch and 
development and trade performance. Uoretsky argues that for the past 
few years the United States has been losing its technologicpl leader- 
ship in the production and export of high technology items tnat require 
intensive research. He attributes this decreasing competitiveness to 
the increasing intensity of foreign R&D efforts, slower rates of pro- 
ductivity increase in the U.S., the ability of foreign countries to 
readily adopt "old technology", exchange rates that put the United States 
at a disadvantage, and the ability of foreign countries to purchase and 
assimilate relatively now technologies from innovator countries. Dr. 
Boretsky's thesis—that if the trend of decreasing U.S. competitiveness 
is not reversed soon, the United States will face a continually worsening 
balance of payments and competitive situation was not universally 
accepted, however, at the time. 

Professors Robert Stobaugh and Raymond Vernon of the Harvard Busi- 
ness School have also investigated the research and development factor 
in international trade and have advanced the theory of the "product 
cycle".  The "product cycle" starts as a product is developed for the 
U.S. market; it proceeds to the point where the product is exported 
abroad.  The product is then licensed and general manufacturing begins 
as the technology is diffused overseas.  The final stage of the cyrvle 
begins as the competition becomes keener and production moves to coun- 
tries with low costs of export, at which point the U.S. MNC has little 
choice but to invest abroad or lose its market to competitors^ 

on 
Michael Boretsky, "Concerns About the Present American Position 

in International Trade," pp. 18-G6, and also the article of J.R. Pierce 
and E.C. Fubini, Technology and Tntcrnational Trade, Proceedings of the 
National.Academy of Engineering, 1971.  Professor Boretsky's line of 
research lias also been followed by Professor Donald Keesing who found a 
strong correlation, industry by industry, between sales and the U. S. 
share of OECD country exports of manufactures and the U. S. expenditures 
for research and development. See Donald 13. Keesing, "The Impact of 
Research and Development on United States Trade," The Journal of Pulitieal 
Economy, The University of Chicago Press, Vol. 73, No, 1, February 1907. 

39 Robert B. Stobaugh, "Utilizing Teclmical Know-How in a 
Foreign Investment and Licensing Program," Proceedings of the Chemical 
Marketing Research Association, Houston, February 1971); Robert B. Stobaugh, 
"The Nootechno.logy Account of International Trade:  The Case .^  Petro- 
ehcmieals," Journal of Tnl-ernational Busineas Studies, II (Fall, 1971), 
pp. 'H-GO; The Stobaugh study in the Commerce Department's The Multinational 
Corporation, cited; Raymond Vernon, Sovereignty at Hay, Basic Books, Now Vn,', 
19/1, Raymond Vernon, »International Investment and Internationa] Trade 
Xn  tinn^'n^101' rjirC CyeIa-" Quarterly Journal of Economics. LXXX. (May 1966), 
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i 
Both Behrman and Scrvan-SclirGibor have noticed that the contribu- 

tion of U.S. subsidiaries in Europe (as a proportion of output produced) 
is most pronounced in two areas:  first, the science-based or research- 
intensive industries, industries that supply both producer and consumer 
goods; and second, industries subject to economies of scale and pro- 
ducing goods within a high income elasticity of demand1.10 Grubcr, Mehta, 
and Vernon in an article in The Journal of Political Economy noted that 
the four most research-intensive industries of the United States spent 
more than 2% times the amount spent by 14 other industries for new plant 
and equipment in Europe. Moreover, they concluded that these four 
"knowledge" industries (i.e., computers, instruments, electronics aAd 
chemicals) act as a catalyst for growth that outweighs the normal spill- 
over from the initial demand-stimulating effects.41 All four, it snould 
be noted, are significant from the standpoint of military technology 
and production and highly concentrated in MNC's. 

The Williams Commission Report to the President, the Tariff Com- 
mission Report on the "Implications of Multinational Firms for World 
Trade and Investment ana for U.S. Trade and Labor," and the Commerce 
Department's collected studies on The Multinational Corporation, all 
cited, contain sections that refer to research and development efforts 
of the multinationals.  The Organization for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD) has studied the problem for a long while, particu- 
larly in reference to the technology gap between the United States and 
Europe.1^ The House Committee on Science and Astronautics hearings on 
"Science, Technology and the Economy," cited, cover many of the broad 
issues that involve research rnd development as an aspect of competi- 
tiveness. 

This thesis has also been propounded by Hirsch in his book. Location 
or Inchistry and International Competitivcnoss, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 
England, 1907, as well as by L.T. Wells, Jr., "A Product Life Cycle for 
International Trade," in Journal of Marketing;, Vol. 32, No. 3, July 1968, 
pp. 1-6; L.T. Wells, Jr., "Test of a Product Cycle Model of International 
Trade:  U.S. Exports of Consumer Durables," in Quarterly Journal of 
Economics, Vol. LXXXIII, February 1969, pp. 152-162; B. Wilkinson, Canada's 
Internaiional Trade:  An Analysis of Recent Trends and Patterns, The 
Private Planning Association of Canada, Montreal, 1968; The Product Life 
Cycle and International Trade. Lewis T. Wells, Jr., ed.. Division of 
Research Books on Multinational Enterprise, Harvard University, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, 1972. 

'10 
J.J. Servan-Schreiber, The  American Challenge. Hamish Hamilton, 

London, 190?.. 

[      W. Gruber, D. Mehta, and R. Vernon, "The R&D Factor in Interna- 
tional Trade and International Investment of U.S. Industries," 'DIP Jonrna] 
of Polil ioal. Economy, Vol. LXXV, February 1967, pp. 20-37. 

lip 
- C. Freeman ami A. Young, The Rosonrch and Ppvi-lopincnl: Effort in 

Western Europe, North Ameeiea and the Soviet Union. OECD, Paris, 1965; 
The Level •iml Structure of European's Rggoargh and Development Effort' 
OECU, Paris, XlJOtT —' 

I 
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nonPbnn^ noteworthy that of all of the literature mentioned above, 
noneboaissxgnif.u«antly on the specific issue of national security 
except as this may be indirectly related to international economic 
competitiveness. Victor Basiyik, in a book published by the Foreian 
Policy Association refers only brieflv to the security issue, despite 
Its title. Te^mo.lnoy and World IWr1]3 George A. Lincoln in the 
,Lconom.-Lr.s ol Natlonaj^Securit^. cited, discusses R & D at lensth but 
there is no reference t the mCs'  contribution to (or detraction from) 
the national security interests of the united States.  Hitch and McKcan's 
The Economics of Defense In the NuoIearjVc, cited, likewise contains an 
excellent analysis of the relation of military research and development 
to national security, but it does not refer anywhere to the multinational 
corporation, or the potential problems created by the transfer of tech- ' 
nology abroad, discussed in the next section. 

of MNC'sPwlthtJbr
Pnif-^ ?f sPec*fic ^formation on the interaction 

ol MNC s with the national security and military technology the 
argument is sometimes made that the diversified base of the MNC 
permits an economy of scale In research and development which may 
benefit the general state of U.S. teclmology and thus have some y 
military applications. 

2. Transfer of Technology 

to other SÄo!S va^S^nf5/6^010^ ^ ltS ^'^ 
aid; the licensing of paten^riSts^S «ff^Ä ™siat**<* technical 
and the expansion of 11 s    ^    ? • sale of industrial know-how- 
with our dLSeits  in    he'baS ce oTtlaZ^ ^^     In ^^ ^ 
as to whether this  "export of ^eohnnfn-', thc W*sti™ has been raised 
in the long run by eSlSg and «Ivlni aw-1°^" ! ^ the UriltGd "^es 
and undercutting the competitive sten^l? I      technoloSical superiority 
to compete with low-cost  Snorts. g ' 0Ur eXp0rtS  and 0^ ^^1 

POsals^whosT^e^u^eT'tr^^f SGVeral ^«lative pro- 
logy and prevent e^nomic  clisloJat^nn     0l th

1
C disSGmi^tion ol   tecLo- 

Which are the resSrS tectaoWoSN^"?10^*'  and plant ^°^ngs, 
and well-i.own of these P-Äf t^^^ 

n 

13 
Policy Assogirti^AI^/eChrt0loSY *>* W^^ Pm^r, New York,  Poreign 

the hle'as iL^^^'lL'fornnl  title  S T 1°^ " S-151 ^  - 
vestment Act of 1973   A cony ol 11,0 >   n aS ^ F2roi8n TrQdG ^ m- 
the Congrogslona]   Record     i^p0        1 niay be found on P^e S-3GH of 
January 9. 197"! ■'  U'S- GoVGrilJ"™t Printing Office, Washington, 
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. 
would give the President  the authority to prohibit any holder of 
^r,.^1     r^       r "f^cturlng the patented product abroad or liccnsine 
woSl    l^fi ?       0f thcV,ni^d States. If in hie judgment, the prohiMt^n 
would lead to increased employment in the United States. 

Organized labor spokesmen have been particularly active in rais-'ns 
objections to this "export of technology.HS raising 

«.-«»,  ^"^ spokesmen,  on the other hand,  argue that the diffusion of 
access  ^yn0lpS thC Url:Cd Stat0S ^^^ ^ Permitting more  effective access to overseas markets  and that the fees and royalties earned from 
licensing agreements and other arrangements have totaled nea^y $23 

L1eatinir0sin^Jrt0   •972-     "  iS nlSO ^^  ^ -ntrols aJe self- cictcatmg    since foreign countries will either buy it elsewhere or 

^St"»^1 tS'  T1 ^ lri SO,ne CaSCS ****** l-otcctio'n abroad aoes not apply if the patent is not worked.    They also point to the 

fSLiiÄLir«to ita" ^ ^ "f Scicp„osLr^G   ■ 

Development of the House Science and Astronautics Committee has held 

Son^opSioj;!^3 "^  ^ ^^ ^ V^ ^^ -urce^o^for- 

nii-nr^  ^P^f1* of Commerce studies on The Multinational Corporation 
m'es?lonrC Sfn^af^ ? «^"^^ the transfer of gfeslggg^ 
question.  Ihe Department of Commerce study concludes: 

In sum, the regulation of technology should not be 
lookea to as a significant response to U.S. balance 
01 payments or domestic employment problems. Such 
a policy would not be i.ipossible to implement, and 

•     Stanley Ruttenberg and Associates, Needed: A Cgnstructlve 
loreign Trade Policy, Industrial Union Department, A1'L-C10, October 
1971; BiemUler. and Meany, testimonies before the Subcommittee on 
International Trade of the Senate Finance Committee, cited: Hearings 
Before the Subcomnlttee on Science, Research and Development of the 
CcTumttee on Science and Astronautics. House of Representatives on 
Science, lechnology and the Economy, cited; Hearings before the Sub- 
committee on Foreign economic Policy of the Joint Economic Committee 
on A rorelgn Economic Policy for the 1970*s; cited. 

1 Information on the Multinationals. Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co 
Akron Ohio. 1972; Nul;! innl; fonaL corporation Fact File  International" 
Telephone K Telegraph Corp., New York, 19731 The MullTunlrional 
Opoi'nt.lnns of Owens. ■' 
Oli.Lo, 1972. 

jllJnolSj TUP.. Owens-Illinois, Inc., Toledo, 

^_    ^ 
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might cause sonio short-torm jrain    h.,* ••* doubtful   i-imi- +1 • Raj.n,   but it seems 

courage additional foreign efforts    „V    ? 
their own new technolosiS amiTn   •   ? develop 
imitate those of the United S1tates'J7d0penaGntly 

!hl°ÜL-^.-:i°^ -^V ^that of,the Tariff Cc^ssion.  done 

l^?.lS?Tittee.'    *<>****  that MNC's " acoo^toSI,fo'f »f the Senat0 'lnancc (;'»"' 

In the academic world,  there iq alc^ a  i 
the general question of transfer of tShnnlog^b0ny of res^reh on 
nology gap." and the roln «S Jf«! or,tec,mology,  the so-called "tech- 
velopment^ r0le 0f tec^ology and know-how in economic de- 

Ccn^cV^Lf^ec^f^e^Sr^  BurGaU 0f ^crnational 
Corporations,"    pp.   fg^ ?f ^^  ^tment by U.S.  Multinational 
S2Mona2_Cc^o^^ ";  ci"^      ^ ^ Co,mierce> ^ Multi- 

jig 

European fS ofSoloSÄ^f ^^ ^^ h** »tudled the 
controls.    See Mat?^?1^^^^^6"^ and export and technology 
cited.    See alsr"^ pjttems in tL^L?1^1!!^10""1- aitfiSBC^, 
Prise.« Graduate School of oisLess^sca d^r'ap^ S^S^P^^ 
of North Carolina    1069       Tni™  n       •      , '  Ullverslty 
fro. the viewpoint of^ho co^s^a^u "Sn^t^f ^ teC^Ogy transfer 
Jolm H.  Dunning.  "Technology   United ^ . -O^T      

lmology fro,n ***<>**.    See 
Economic Growth."  in Kindlefcrger    ^fri?"  'T-8^'.6^ ** European 
Symposium,  cited;    See also   I    ii    ■■       ■ "a    ^Tpnrntron      A 
LLS^Inveshnont on UK    Tnoi      T        »inning and N.  bleuer,  Wie EffnPi-2' .^ 

effect on the economic growth o? Ä1 d^ÄSn^S; ma itS 

No.  bU7-7J,, Ali:I^rT~^^Tr^^-   V '' c'11- Sätjkeo^f; ^orHmTPSSfer 

1971.    Jhe'effecro^E^Äst Side 0ÄrT* ^f» ^'-idge Xss., 
in a number of articles fo    tl c-   >wer I^J0010^^ transfer is examined 
and Development,   edited by StmlSa^wL^W     0?  In^^^al Economies 
■Technology nnr.    A Polltl^^d E?on^fH« ;   •Sc? ^^^itJ^fc and 
Waaowaki. New Ifcrk. Praoger   K^ü      S^k« ;Prn1nnT..-Ed.. Stanislaq 

Hooks ol  a more general nature on 

.   .^. - . lÜMiMMii ..^^. ._   i 
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Although the Importance of technology to military capabilities 
ami hence to national security is generally recognized, very little 
in the literature noted above has dealt with the problem.  Books ' 
such as Lincoln's Tho Economics of National Security, of course do 
consider military technology, and Raymond Vcrnon's essay on "The 
Multinational Enterprise and National Security" raises the subject 
ot technology transfer as a matter of "national interest" but not 
national security. 

As nearly as this survey has been able to determine, there is 
very little discussion of the "spillover" of international transfer 
of business technology into the military area. This might be a 
subject for fruitful research. 

3-  National Security Controls on Technological Transfer 

The 1917 Trading With the Enemy Aet is the basis for regulations 
imposed^by the Treasury Department which prohibit persons subieet to 

w^V^  ^T 0f the  Unitecl SS§tes from entering into transactions with nations of an enemy country1/9 

technology transfer are Grubor and Marquis, Ed., Factors in the Transfer 
of: Tgchnolop. MIT Press, Cambridge, Mass., 19GP. and Daniel L. Speneer, 
Technology Gap in Perspective; Strategy of Tntc-rnatJonal Technology 
Transfer, New York, Spartan Books, 1970.  ~  

.   J. Tilton discusses the transfer of technology and its subsequent 
ellect on this technology gap and American competitiveness in the elec- 
tronics industry.  See J. Tilton, International Diffusion of Technology- 
ihc  Case of SCTilconductors, Brookings Institute, 1973.  The United  
Nations Institute for Training and Research (UNITAR) has produced a 
voluminous body of literature on the role of MNC's in technoloirical 
transfer to the LDC's and in specific industry groups. 

UNITAR Research Reports, United Nations Institute of Traininc and 
Research New York.  Because of the large body of literature, it is 
impossible to list all germane reports but three of particular interest 
are llic_MNC Role in the Transfer of Tedinology .in the Pharmaceutleal 
Indm^try, UNITAR Research Report No. li|, 1971 and Trnnsicr of Technology 
frornJacan to the Dcvoloning Countries, UNITAR Research Report No. 7 
1971. and Sf.S. Chang, The  ^ansfer of Toelinolo>ry:  Economics of Offshore 
^^JA^Ju- Case of SratilconduGtor Industry. UNITAR Research Report No. 11, 
1971, New York, United Nations. 

«,, , T1?8 W;Lth the Encniy Act' 0ct'   l[*  19GG» Pub. L. 89-G19, 80 
Stat. 871 (Title 50 App See. 39) 

■■-- ' — •     .jiair...^- - ■-■: ......^ 
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Tlie Export Control Act permits the President to prohibit or curtail 
the exportation of any items or technical data in order "to further the 
foreiim policy of the United States and to aid in fulfilling its inter- 
national responsibilities" and to exercise the necessary vigilance over 
exports from the standpoint of their significance to the national 
security of the United States."50 

The Munitions Control Act51prohibits the sale of munitions without 
approval of the State Department, and the Battle Act provides for a 
cutoff of funds if a foreign country permits exports of strategic items 
to prohibited destinations?2 

There is a very extensive literature on these laws and their appli- 
cations and on the various government procedures that have been developed, 
Regular annual reports are issued, for example, on the administration oi 
the Battle Act^3 

The relevance of national security to this subject is fairly clear; 
for example, the transfer abroad of the "gaseous diffusion" technology 
or space satellite related technology could be applicable to nuclear 
or missile programs of a potential enemy—or simply to an "Nth" country, 
increasing international instability.  And it is U.S. policy, as noted 
previously, to discourage the proliferation of modern nuclear-missile 
capabilities. 

There is, however, debate on the adequacy of such controls. 
Another controversial area is the interaction between strategic and 
"competitive".  The recent GE-SNECMA licensing controversy is a case 
in point.  The initial denial of license to a French firm to produce 
GE engines was based on the claim that it involved the same engine 
technology used in advanced military aircraft such as the B-l bomber. 

50 Export Control Act, October 15, 1970, Pub. L. 91-1)52, Title II, 
See. 250, 8M Stat. 931 (Title 50 App Sec. 2026) See puarterly Report.on 
Export Controls, Department of Commerce. 

51 The Munitions Control Act, Title 22, Chapter 26, Sec. 19311, 
Mutual Security Assistance. 

52 Battle Act, Sept. «*, 1961, Pub. L 87-195, Pt. IV, Sec. 703(a) 
75 Stat. 1163 (Title 22 Sec. 1613d), Mutual Defense Assistance Control Act. 

53 See Mutual Defense Assistance Control Act of 1951 - 25th Annual 
Report to Congress, (May 1, 1973) Department of State. 

54 See for example the testimony of Andrew Biemiller before the 
Senate finance Committee, Subcommittee on International Trade,, cited, 
in which he notes that the United States lias permitted the transfer of 
military technology abroad through licensing and sales. 

—    
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*- 
The rroncli, however, apparently felt that the decision was motivated 
by competitive considerations.  The subject escalated to the summit 
level, and President Nixon apparently agreed with President Pompidou 
at the Iceland summit that the decision would be reversed. 

Although most of the literature described in the preceding sections 
and othcrs-'Wliscussed the control of teclinological transfers in consi- 
derable detail, they did not really address the national security aspects. 
This does appear to be an area where more serious research could be 
profitable, a] thougJi it is not known to wha': extent governni"-j agencies 
have or are examining these questions. 

The key question is whether the Inherent flexibility of the MNC 
in the many different jurisdictions in which it operates, enables it to 
bypass the U.S. control structure described above;?7 Surprisingly, we 
have not found this question extensively dealt with in the MNC literature. 
It should be noted, however, that the laws apply to persons, including 
corporations, over which the United States exercises jurisdiction, and 
these include the American parent corporations.  By virtue of their con- 
trol over foreign subsidiaries, the laws are interpreted to apply to 
U.S. MNC's worldwide on an extraterritorial basis.  (Indeed the argument 
is made that these laws also apply to foreign corporations doing busi- 
ness in the United States.)  Although» as noted later on in  this survey, 
the extraterritorial aspects of controls do occasionally generate inter- 
state political frictions, most American-based multinationals generally 

55 In The Economics of Defense in the Nuclear Age, cited. Hitch 
and McKcan argue that in some cases, control of technological infor- 
mation is synonymous with .national security.  They noted that a "few 
years of superiority may be decisive." The potential asset repre- 
sented by military technology is suggested by looking at how U.S. 
security would be affected if the Russians had the technological 
initiative and the U.S. was forced to follow their developments, let 
us say of missile systems with a lag of several years. 

rr 

Thomas J. Allen, Manafüng the Flow of Scientific and Techno- 
logical In forma I-ion, Thesis submitted to the Alfred P. Sloan ScJiool 
of Management, MIT, Cambridge, Mass., 1960, and E.J. Gernowski, Inter- 
national Exchange of Technology - Incentives for the 19708, Presented 
at the Conference on International Exchange of Technology, Oct. 29-30,197(1. 

57 Jack N. Behrman, a former Assistant Secretary of Commerce for 
Domestic and International Business from 1901-190'!, is a leading author- 
ity on export and technology controls. Perhaps the best analysis of 
these controls is found in his article, "U.S. Government Controls Over 
Export of Technical Data," IDEA (Fall, 19011), pp. 303-15. For an ex- 
cellent analysis of controls i'rom the legal and administrative stand- 
point, see Harold J. Ucrman and J.R. Carson, "United States Export Controls- 
Past, Present and Future," Columbia Law Review (May 1907) , pp. 791-890, 
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follow U.S. law on these t'opics as a matter of course, although they 
are constrained to avoid potential confrontations with the govorrunenr 
in eacli area in which thoy operate.  In conclusion, the question of 
bypass of controls may appear to be a "non-problem"; but more research 
would be necessary to validate such a judgment. 

''•  Dcpcndenoy on Foreign Know-how and Technology 

Although the Tariff Commission study notes that the United States 
exports far more technology than it imports, many significant indus- 
trial processes have been developed abroad —for example, the oxygon 
process for steel refining, the jet turbine and Wankel engine.  The 
two-way flow of teclmology is highlighted in the discussions of this 
general topic?« 

There is at least one executive who feels that the United States 
may soon become a net recipient and Europe a net exporter ol techno- 
logy. Antonie T. Knoppers lias argued that some MNC's whose activities 
are technology-oriented often resist innovation.  Knoppers maintains 
that we will soon see a major "reverse transfer of teclmology" and the 
United States will become dependent on Europe for our technology?9 

Tliis trend to resist innovation is also seen by former Assistant Sec- 
retary of Commerce Myron Tribus.  He says that creative breakthroughs 
most often come from outside large corporations for simple reasons: 
creative Ideas rock the corporate boat; and if too many approvals are 
required before an idea can bear fruit, the probabilities are over- 
whelmingly against It?0 This view that small corporations have an 
advantage because big ones are hidebound has also been developed else- 
where(.'l 

58 See Christopher Layton, European Advanced Technology, 
Macmillan, London, 1963. 

Antonie T. Knoppers, "Transferring Technology: 
Situation," Interplay, 2, November 1968. 

A New 

Myron Tribus, "Applying Science to Industry—Why America 
Falls Behind," U.S. News & World Report. January 18, 1971, p. 36. 
See also Selocted Reading on Science, Toolinolo^y and the Economy, 
prepared for the Subcommittee on Science, Research and Development 
of the House Committee on Science and Astronautics, 92nd, 1st, 93, 
October 1, 1971. 

Donald I. Baker, Hearings before the Subcommittee on Science, 
Research and Development, House Committee on Science and Astronautics, 
Science, Technology and the Economy, previously cited. 
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The quest.ion is whether the United States might someday become 
dependent on foreign know-how for military technolegy or prod cSon 

ease    aliTT^0' n0 ^r6!*8  in thc Stature that thS 1« tS' 
case    altlmugh It is conceivable if certain types of industrial 
Xth^T  Sh0Uld,bc transferred entirely outside the  UniS States, 
feriTu S    t"HnnV0r0 Kn"?C,VGl0pGd tcc,ulo-lo«y or technology trans! rer by U.S.   tßchnology developers.     In  this  connection    the Tariff 

19üf,  ^.1      ! 1     0f ?ie U-S-  Tarlff Sched^s  found  that during 
twenä fol;    7      r 0f ±tem*07-M imP^ts of capacitors increased, 
tri }cd    inV]   ^5?«er!  Slx-rüld'  electronic memories more than   ' 
that imnor^  ^Gntl^./^^onL-s doubled.     The Concussion found 
ami fuse?a. o ^T        F****   (primarily wing and tail assemblies 
ami  luselage panels),  semiconductors,   aluminum mill,   and copper mill 
lentT/^Tl^  ^'^^^ Schedule  806.30 accounted ^71 per- 
cent of  the total value of all  806.30  imports.    All of these com- 

Suctlo'n basr^Th^T001-^1^10-'0.'110 ^^ ™d industr'la'l'pro- auction base.     Ihe Tariff Commission does not gave any data comparing 
the proportion of imports under Schedules  807  and 806^30 to the  a      g 

wi™ ttrtt^siT^0*of such items'but ccrta^ ^ —* 
a 8taSjt?5ffC«nnif ^ C1;ief 0f NaVo1 OP^^lons   (CNO)  has also done 
LnuafrenoS Tl^ rViV^ de^ndency ™ ^reign  sources  in an 
Whi P 1-MrL ' M* r'lfo:i-inos:     te£tg of Esgentlaj  Materlale§2 
So- I study ooes not cover the dynamics  of the situation    it 
does point out on which items we are particularly dependent! 

More research into the dependency on foreign production of 
TevZljr11?^^  ^^rily slgnlflSnt items mjght 
develop the national security Implications further. 

C-     Effects  on National  Control  of Information 

Thus far we have been talking about technolocry    but the ^nn^ni 
subject of "information" also should be mentlSSÄleSy!    ThS 
ranges  from management techniques   to  systems  analysis as  a defense 

pr^fr? Ssist l^.^^r'^ DG^se *** £* ..aint'aSe'd^r program to assist allies  m the development of their own cauabilitv 
for modern defense analysis and management,   and pres^ably  it   is  ^ 
not beyond the bounds  of possibility that one may someday see  ex- 

Jn^Zf ^^ir Wlth the SOV±et ünion ab0"t defense manSe- menL  techniques I     Thc point  is that the  "software" must be included 
slr^V1 ^t y^^' in considering the general sibjeet of ^ 
strategic controls. On this point, too, there is relatively little 
reference  In the literature to national  security  i.plicat'oL       Some 

EromL^rfare?5 ^ ",aae t0 ^ ^^  ** ^^ ™»™ 

62 
M.S.  LiEbllnes; linports or Essential Materials,  chief of 

Naval Operations   (CNüj,  Department of the Navy. Washlngi on,  D.C. 
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economic data plus  inLr. r 1  nn nn r ?^fraJ ^"icalHilUltaS- 
the MNC doos have a rolo-li, o WMJ'^ P?lltlcal Porsonalitios.     HLC 

of the literature.     ThJro is    of eourso   '^ n0i' ^ dtvcloP^ ^ «y 
corporations  abroad  and ll q    „ .   course,   an  interaction between U.S. 
sections'    This is a So-w'; str^o^05'  "^^V in the co^ereial 
Oi«! attache is to hel^ nT , '  S:m0C ^ PUI,POse of the commer- 

1 liable businesL^o^Lr ^^S^s^.rSS^S 0f
1 "^ teo- 

about the countries  In uhinh U,J.ZZ lcy often ,<now niore 

government a^ncies SÄLh tL^ T******5 than do the U-S- 
iates aroiuid  tl "worlf o   nov.Vln y ^T S ?ontact-     »US MNC affM- 
and this is cc,   a  vÜo r1   ^       ^ lJOtGnt"ial "intelligence asset" 

ttiiteS ItaJes'^^herr 'Z^^^1^15 0^tins in thc 

sitivity to corporate ideutlty with the S S    S^'   COn!id0rablG SGn- 

therefore, may be su^Ä^ 

I D• .£ffccts 0" Avnilabiiii-y of Critical R.v. Materialg 

I is eur^ntl^o^ rapicUv^nd^S^f "^ ^-CLatural  raw materials I 
estimate a net minerals  i   no.'hh^Tn     ?    ^^l conCGrn-     Some projections 
(at 1970 dollar^alues    Äe ^^fof6^^10? ^ ^ 2000 

estimate is for a gross  $16 hni^lr     •    of. Interior) .    A more short-term 
Bureau of Mines)     SmiLrlv Mih  °^      ^cval  inports  in 1085   (per the 
all in eontrast\;i?h ^"älLn nef ^dls ^.^ f'"" Other sources, imports  in 1970^ "iJ-J-ion net and $5 billion gross  of mineral 

|   ' the UnIt;7s0L\cfsr^nUe?otieyi?neGtro0?{
UPOn iS the CrUC-ial dependence of ■ 

[ •      50 jercent of ^esUc^^l^^?^^ ^-1^° Tl^^ 

. XerL^mS^rSs^Lfai^ - - -y, 
Vieldingan estimated import b^ll ^JS^ftl^sTo l^SilZ* 

I of t^^l^^t^^™ ff^-tes  is beyond the, scope 

I • National cLnission on'Male^^^^^1^ 0f ** 

l $21 B^Mn1-111 f0r mäterlal8  in 1985 ^ thua be - the 
ifr  • blll,on range compared with $10.6 billion in in?? 
Asmmung appropriate policies with respect to prices 
researcl) and development of substitute process s    con 
servatnon and recycling,  the import bill n,i'h? be $?S 
esuli   fv1,    C3SS-    Sftimates in the $M5 billion rule 

result  from assumptions that appear to be mutuallui« 
consistent or unreasonable?1* mutually in- 

Report ot^JTr^ifT^^ final 
IVintiug OffLcfvSSS l373aterial8 J,UJiey' "^^^—nt 

O'l    National Commission on Materials Policy,  cited,  pp.   y.2l. 
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Regardless of changing tastes and consiunption demand, new tech- 
nologlcal developments, and unforeseen market forces, it is certain 
that the United States will be highly dependent on foreign sources 
for the mineral and fuel supplies essential to modern industry—and 
to military capability and national security as well. Whatever 
methods are utilized to solve the balance of payments problems ac- 
cruing from this dependence (see tlie discussion of MNC contributions 
to the U.S. balance of payments below, under Economic Effects), this 
dependency lias major national security ramifications. 

In the narrow military-capability definition of security, the * 
first question is whether the United States can obtain, in time of 
need, raw materials in sufficient quantity to maintain its military 
arsenal.  Tbe second would be, in a broader, economic warfare cate- 
gory of security, whether raw material supplies essential to the 
orderly operation of the domestic economy will be regularly available 
or whether they could be arbitrarily cut off, causing at the very 
least, serious sectoral economic dislocation.  The third is a more 
general question of whether there will be production of sufficient 
incremental quantities of raw materials to provide not only for the 
U.S. military and industrial production base, but simultaneously for 
the burgeoning worldwide demand for raw materials, so that harmful 
political and economic competition for sources can be avoided. 

Three somewhat distinct although overlapping categories of raw 
material shortage can be discerned for the United States.  First 
and most critical are those items which are unavailable in the United 
States, or nearly so, and which have almost irreplaceable application 
in defense and oilier technology—for example, platinum, mercury, and 
chromium. 

On a second level would be those materials which are available 
ir a limited quantity in the United States, have vital industrial 
applications and a lack of ready substitutes, and for which a sudden 
loss of foreign supply would disrupt the U.S. industrial economy, 
even though available domestic supplies could be wholly or partly 
diverted to military use during the period of shortage.  Included 
in this category would be petroleum, copper, nickel, lead, manganese 
tungsten, and others. . 

The third level of shortage would include those raw materials 
of which domestic production is not currently economically feasible 
or desirable in sufficient quantities, primarily because domestic 
reserves are far less rich and therefore far more costly to exploit 
than foreign reserves. The lack of available foreign supplies of 
these goods would affect the national security by disrupting pro- 
duction until less economic domestic exploitation was tooled up 
and by making the United States less wealthy in a real income sense. 
Items in this category could include aluminum (for which forei^i 
bauxite for refining is preferred to domestic high-alumina sands) 
petroleum (despile rising OPEC oil prices, Mid-Eastern oil is still 
more economical than exploitation of the vast U.S. oil shale and 
tar sand resources) , copper, and iron ore, among  others. 
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Tlicse broad levels of national security importance depend on one 
important point:  there are probably very few, if any, specific items 
in the inventory of mineral and fuel raw materials which are absolutely 
Irreplaceable by substitutes—If the added costs of substitution are 
accepted. Examples abound of technological substitution born of ncces- 
saty. A prime example is the World War II development of butyl rubber 
to substitute for inaccessible supplies of natural rubber after the 
Japanese captured the Malay Peninsula. Autarchy, however, is in most 
coneeivable cases an uneconomic national policy, in that it theoreti- 
cally would result in a less than optimal final product ion and oon- 
Bumptlon mix from a given set of national resource inputs than that* 
available througli trade. Any set of policies requiring raw material 
andopendenee regardless of cost is similarly wasteful—although pos- 
sibly desirable from the narrowest military self sufficiency viewpoint?5 

The inevitably increased U.S. dependence on the outside world 
for raw material inputs and its concomitant negative national security 
eifeets lead to several considerations of the MNC's effect on the 
availability of critical raw materials. 

It is obvious that a large part of the world's mineral and fuel 
wealth is located in poor, sparsely populated and/or underdeveloped 
regions—m contrast to the coal and oil of Pcnnsylvonii and the iron 
of the Ruhr and the English midlands, which are politlctiUy and geo- 
graphically within advanced industrial/financial areas.  There is 
lor example, the copper of Chile and Zambia, the oil of the American 
Southwest and the Arabian peninsula, the diamonds and gold of South 
Africa, the platinum of Rhodesia, the rubber of Malaysia,and the 
bauxite of Jamaica, Surinam and Australia. 

The essential characteristics of these natural resource regions 
have necessitated inflows of investment for mineral and petroleum 
exp]oitation from the develcped industrial regions. These countries 

■ are in the advanced category in part because of an initially suitable 
mix of resource endowment, which lias been exhausted or outgrown. 

Raw materials investment was historically carried out under 
various political umbrellas—originally under a regime of coJonial- 
ization and political imperialism, later under various forms of 
economic penetration, often involving substantial although informal 
control of supplier areas.  In the past several decades, as the 
colonial era ended and independence came to virtually ail former 
colonies, raw materials were developed and financed through the 
agency of multinational corporations engaged in minerals and petro- 
leum. Of course, through all periods of development of resources 

See National Cormission on Materials Policy, pp. 9-23 to 9-26 
for a discussion of raw materials and national security. Also see 
Sohultjio, "The Economic Content of National Security Policy," cited, 
for an nnalyais of raw material dependency completely different from 
the assumption!; of this paper. 
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in the less developed countries, most of the investment was carried 
out by private corporations—but in the post-World War II era parti- 
cularly, the various multinational firms operating on their own, 
without the formal cover of political control of the resource area 
by their parent states, have provided development of new n.w material 
supplies. 

Currently a new stage of natural resource development con be 
seen evolving throughout the world.  The LDC's have in many instances 
decided that MNC's extract more benefits from their mineral or fossil 
fuel activities than they provide the host state—and a round of ex- 
propriations, local participation requirements, and. hard bargaining 
for the lion's share of the profits has set in.  Lxamples arc Chile, 
the Andean Pact countries, and OrEC's relationships with MNC investors 
in their raw material resources.  The difficulty with these government- 
business adversary relationships is that the LDC's cut off not only 
outward profit repatriations but also the further inward flow of new 
business investment from the advanced areas, for further development 
of their resource as well as manufacturing sectors—and it is uncertain 
that they have captured enough additional current profits to substitute 
home-generated new investments.  Unfortunately this half of the equation 
is often overlooked in the fervor of nationalising 

The questions about MNC effects on availability of critical raw 
materials in most part have been neglected in the literature—which 
is of course extensive on the general problem of investment in the 
developing countries, and on the "energy crisis" aspects^7 

A first question is whether MNC activities in developing raw 
material resources abroad tend to unduly increase U.S. dependency on 
foreign raw material sources. That is, without avenues for investment 
in more economic foreign resource deposits, would U.S. corporations 
.'.ave developed less rich domestic deposits, yielding a greater national 
«^elf sufficiency? The answer hinges in part on the nature of foreign 
direct investment—does it displace or supplement investment by foreign 
owned firms? Further, the answer relates to general trade policy—in 
a.relatively open economy, unfettered by protective tariff walls, 
foreign raw materials would have entered the U.S. without foreign 
direct investment by U.S. firms.  But the speed of development of 
foreign sources probably would have been retarded without the MNC's 
with access to the capital available in the United States. 

See "Foreign Trade and Foreign Investment:  Hard Choices for 
Developing Countries," pp. 23-42 in Vernon, An Anthology, cited. 

07 See James E. Akins, "The Oil Crisis:  This Time the Wolf is 
Here," pp. i|f>2-i|'jn in Foreign Affairs, April 1973. 
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payments basis, however, foreign mineral supply by U.S.-based firms is 
probably preferable, the  corporation profit component of the world 
price will accrue to the U.S balance as repatriated earnings, and the 
capital goods used for resource? development will more likely be of U.S. 
origin, tbus aiding U.S. exports.) 

Delicate political interaction between best governments and MNC's, 
however, has become a permanent factor with which to reckon. At one 
level it has eroded the possibilities of MNC's engaging in intracorporate 
transfer pricing arrangements that permit the bulk of the profit bftween 
extractive cost and royalitics, and the world price to be realized In the 
United States rather than in the L1)C producer country, subject to its 
taxes and repatriation restrictions.  The LDC's have become too sophis- 
ticated to be satisfied with a small slice in royalitics when they can 
garner most of the pic; and at this time the economic rents appear to 
accrue in large part to the LDC governments and not the MNC's parent 
home office and parent country balance of payments.  This aspect is 
fairly well presented in the business and economic literaturet'9 

A second level of political interaction has to do, of course, with 
the threat and reality of foreign host country takeovers and rigid new 
local participation requirements.  Natural resources have always been 
considered a unique national patrimony, and the participation of forüign 
MNC's in their exploitation is increasingly challenged by burgeoning 
national prides often stimulated by demagogues for their own purposes 
claiming neo-eolonial exploitation of the host country. As noted in 
Section II, there is a substantial literature on MNC-LDC conflicts. 

In this environment, the multinational corporation cannot always 
be considered a secure and stable supply of critical raw materials, for 
its investments may be confiscated and its established pattern of ship- 
ments to the United States disrupted with scant prior notice.  The 
problem lies, however, not so much in the nature of the MNC, as in the 
irrationality of nationalism, which sometimes overrider, economic logic 
in the production and sale of resources by LDC's to the world market. 

The answer to the question of secure long-term supply of raw 
material inputs to the United States therefore lies in the virtue 
of alternative resource exploitation arrangements.  Presumably, in 
the absence of irrational motivations, the security of supply will 
hinge upon the economic advantages accruing to the supplier state. 
If multinational corporations- provide, in the current or tin evolved 
relationship, superior advantages to the host country—through eco- 
nomic development stimulation, contributions of private development 
capital, education of an industrial working force, balance of payments • 

09 See Christopher Tugendhat, The Multinationals. Random House, 
New York, 1972. 

Michael /,. Drookc iuul II. bee Remmcrs, The Strategy of Multinational 
r.ntcrpr.isc: Or^mlzntlon^and^rJnanoc, American Clsovlor, New York, 1970, 
and Sidney M. Kobbins and Robert- 1!. Stobaugh, Money in ibe Mul i in,-i l-innal 
Unlcrpr ise:  A Slndy in P inane i.ii. Policy, Basic Nooks, New Yoi'k, 1971 
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gains, and tlio like—then the current relationship will be continued 
anu MNC raw material exploitation will provide the United States a  ' 
secure supply. 

Other exploitation arrangements than those Involving the MNC- 
host country relationship may be more conducive to a secure lonr- 
term source of supply.70  in some cases, the extra cost to a major 
Sporting country, such as the United States, may be warranted by the 
added reliability.  The current Japanese overtures and agreements with 
the Arabian peninsula oil-producers to provide major capital investment 
in non-oil industries in exchange for long-term petroleum supply con- 

. cessions arc a case in point, as is the discussion of joint U S - 
Japanese development of Siberian resources.  U.S. efforts to develop 
a special relationship" with Iran are another. These extra expenses 
concessions and national political involvement may seem particularly 
necessary for the Japanese, with their absolute domestic sliortare of 
alternative petroleum sources. 

Other nation-to-nation agreements and understandings may be 
appropriate to the United States as well—but this field has only 
hesitatingly been explored, and detailed analyses are lacking 71 on 
the general topic of relationships of MNC's with the LDC raw material 
producer states, the two rnajior viewpoints are represented by Jack 
Behrman,  who is oriented to continued presence of MNC's adapted to 
changing investment climates; and from AJbert 0. Hlrschman,"3 a 
proponent of bDC divestment of resource-exploiting foreign'firms.7'1 

The entire problem, however, seems to require lengthier study 
focusing on the national security impürtance of resources and the 
special role and problems of the MNC. A preliminary conclusion would 
be that there is little in the involvement of MNC's in supplying raw 

r«. i • R:,'ri
har? D- Robinson h^s written on this topic in "The Developing 

Countries Development and the Multinational Corporation," The £ltl- 
pational Corporal::inn, The Annals of the American Academy of iM^Sä 
and Social Science, Vol. HOB, September 1972. 

71 

9-18. 
National Commission on Materials Policy, cited, pp. 9-11 to 

72 
See ]).S.   faternatlonaljuslness and Governments,  McGraw-H113 

Ibnnd    M    I5}terStl0üal ^lopment:    Panacea or Pltfaii?" in Poking Anoaa,  November-December 1970.  llih- 
73 

. See "How to Invest in Latin America and Why," Essay .      Inter- 
niit^iial^njaiice No.   7G,   International Finance Section.  Dop^tmeHtÜ 
Leonomies,   Princeton University,   Princeton,  N.   J. ,  November 1%9. 

r„+ .7'1. AlK0
111

S0° [j0,1J>s J- Wolls.  3*-*  "Bw Multinational Business 
Enterprise:    What Kind of International Organixatiou," pp.  97-m in 
Robert 0    Keol'ane,  and Joseph S.  Nyc,  Jr.   (Eds.)   Transnational Kcl.al ions 
and^lL'J^JL^LlJ-Jili,  Harvard University Press,  Cambridge. 1972  
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Materials which is delotorious to U.S. national security and some 
that arc liGlpl'ul.  But tho koy question may bo that of U.S. depondonce 
on foreiyn sourcing whicli v^ould require major study and in-depth 
analyses of available materials beyond the seope of this survey. 

. . 
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II. Tlir. POLITICAL EFFECTS 01' MULTTNATlONAr, CORPOttATTONS 

Tlie degree to which MNC's are a source of conflict or stability 
in the international system is one of the major research topics 
emphasized by the academic community. This is affirmed by the fact 
that the Foreign Policy Research Institute's annotated bibliography, 
"Multinational Corporation--Nation-State Interaction," lists 7m 
items in the broad area!  Very few of them, however, concern 
"national security," so that the interaction is indirect via thl 
effect on political attitudes and potential frictions. 

A. MNC's as Sources of Conflict 

1.  Conflicts Between the MNC and the Nation-State 

These can be divided into concerns and problems of the host 
country on the one hand, and of the "home" country on the other. 
The literature generally distinguishes between the advanced or 
industrialized host cruntries such as Canada, Western Europe and 
Japan, and the developing or third world countries.  (It should be 
noted in passing that as of 1971, U.S. direct investment overseas 
was divided roughly three-tenths in Canada, slightly more in Western 
Europe, one-fifth in Latin America, and one-fifth in the remainder 
of the world.  Only two percent of all U.S. direct investment is in 
Japan.)1 

Since the research in those areas is often overlapping, it is 
useful to review it as a whole, in terms of thj major centers of 
research. 

M.I.T. scholars were among the pioneers in the area of MNC 
research, notably Professors Kindleberger2 and Robinson3 with an 
initial emphasis on the business management aspects of MNC-host 
country relations, and general economic development.^ 

"U.S. Direct Investments Abroad in 1971," pp. 21-34 in 
Survey of Current Business. U.S. Department of Commerce, November 
1972. 

2 See Charles P. Kindleberger, Editor, American Business 
Abroad:  Six Lectures on Direct Investment., Yale University Press, 
New Haven, 1969, and Tlie Intenial-iomi.L Corporation:  A Swnposlum, 
The M.I.T. Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1970. 

See Richard D. Robinson, International Business Policy. 
IIOM-, Rhinchart {v Winston, New York, N.Y. , 19Gi|. 

1 See W. W. Rostov, Tlie Stngog of Economic Hrowth, Cambridge 
University Press, Cambridge, Great Üritain, 19G1. 
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V i 
R„c-rn   Tl    fr0 f£JC rescarch Project has been the Harvard 
Busmcss School multinational corporation project under the 
funeral direction of Raymond Vernon with the help of Robert B 
Stobaugh and others.  Under the first phase of the study, eon! 
jentratlng on the operations of U.S.-based MNC's, at least a 

twfdozPnnph0n H-11' l/df"g Rov^^-Y al Bffll,5 a summary volume, two dozen Ph.D. dissertations, nearly 100 articles, plus numerc s 
working papers and data compilations have been issued.  Althou^n 
Vernon himself has concentrated most recently on the conflict 
between the MNC and host country sovereignty, other severs of ?he 
research have covered both the business management problems posed 
by these conflicts and considerable econometric work! as well as the 
tions    n   mUCh ^^ ^ a rcPres^tative sample of U.s! corpora- 

Professor Jack Behrman, formerly Assistant Secretary of 
Commerce, has had a small researcli project underway at the 
^^^^ov^^^oliu.  of which he is the principal researcher 
His book National interests and the Multinational Enterprise " 
SSinJl 'l^T   indIcatod ^ thS subtitle "Tensions Amona the 
North Atlantic Countries." it is noteworthy that Behrmantouohes 

nät?olTal SeCUrlty 0nly ^ PaSSlng and te"d8 to equate it w?th national economic control.  His research, like that of most other 
writers, tends to identify such "sore spots" as size (gl^t-lsm) 
concentration in sensitive industry sectors and product^ Lmnetltive 
behavior obstacles to national economic planning, preemption of 
high technology R & D  and in particular, the destabilizing efTect 
of capital flows and banking and financing developments  sSch as 

SntroW^r "iaTk0t' Which are not u"d- effective n^tiona] 
Wwi'   Behnnjn's quotation of objections raised by European 
leaders such as Franz Josef Strauss and Prime Minister Pomp^ou 
confirm that the range of objections during the late sixties mostlv 
concerned alleged "colonization" of Europe! or certain ke^sectoi^ 

tLnnseL1u:ity?VeStmCnt' and thUS Were POlitlcal and econSlirÄ 

York. N.?!! ig7rid Vern0n, -SOV(;re^ntv nt RaV.' nasic Books. New 

rn< M
6 .Jackn

13ehrma11. National Interests and the Multlnationa] 
Emo^irnse, Prentice-Hallt Unglewood Cliffs, New Jersey" lS?g. 

..M iJ Kr a? intc,resti"g banker's view of this last topic see 
'Multinational Enterprises," a presentation at a collooSlum' 

SSe^I.Vm?01* ^ En8land fil^-lXJlun^^ VoZe'lB, 
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'flip Hew York University Graduate Rchool of Bueinesg Administration 
also lias a broad research program on "The Multinational Finn in the 
U.S. and World Economy," (which has included some cooperative research 
with inPA's Center for Multinational Studios in Washington)^ At 
NYU, Professor John Fayerweather has done a comprehensive study of 
attitudes toward foreign investment in Canada and some European 
countries.y Jean Uoddewyn is doing extensive research on similar 
attitudes in Western Europe, particularly in Belgium, and numerous 
studies of the economic effects of MNC's have been undertaken by 
faculty members and graduate students. > 

The Univcrsit 
project at the Mu 
of Finance. This 
Howard Perlmutter 
various scholarly 
is currently eont 
views with busine 
various nation-st 
plans are not yet 

try of Pennsylvania also has undertaken a major 
Itlnatlonal Enterprise Unit of the Wharton School 
project is under the direction of Professor 

, who has contributed a number of articles to 
quarterlies.  It is understood that this research 
emplated to include an extensive series of intor- 
ss leaders to determine how they would react to 
ate - MNC conflict situations, but publication 
known. 

The Foreign Policy Research Institute in Philadelphia (no longer 
affiliated with the University of Pennsylvania) under the direction 
of William Kintner, has published the comprehensive bibliography 
previously noted and a number of scholarly articles.  The Institute's 
ongoing research will look at particular conflicts surrounding MNC 
activities in both host and home countries.  It is possible that a 
number of "national security" implications may be developed in the 
FPRI and Wharton projects. 

The above listed research centerslO are of course also spawn- 
ing a considerable body -f Ph.D. theses, and the subject of MNC- 
host country relations and conflicts, especially in the developing 

8 Examples are the two Center Occasional Papers by Professor 
Robert Hawkins cited elsewhere in this paper. 

"  Forelffi] Investment in Canada:  Prospecls for Natlonaj Policy 
International Arts and Sciences Press, White Plains, New York 3 973 
with a summary printed in MSU Business Tonics. Winter 1973. 

The list is by no means inclusive; other centers of activity 
arc the University of Chicago and UCLA Business School of the 
Economics Department; but these have so Jar been more oriented towards 
the business and economics-finance area. 
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countries lias been a popular student topie. ^ The general Bubject 
of "development eeonomics," which was popular with a generation of 
graduate students in the fifties and sixties, has now shifted more 
into the MNC area; and there will be no dearth of research in this 
general arec, albeit of uneven quality and varying scope. 

A principal issue is the role of foreign investors in the 
extractive industries (minerals, petroleum, etc.) in the loss 
developed countries.  Here a body of thought has developed to the 
effect that the developed countries and their multinational investors 
have been, in effect, robbing the less developed countries of their 
only significant natural resources on unfair terms.  This is, of 
course, the battle cry of nationalist sentiment throughout much of 
Latin America and has been the principal cause of numerous invest- 
ment disputes.  (It should be noted here that the State Department 
has compiled a useful listing of expropriations involving U.S. firms.) 12 

A leading academic proponent of "divestment" of foreign direct 
investment in the developing countries in the long-range interest of 
both host and home countries lias been Albert Hirsliman of Princeton. 
His monograph on the subject" has been answered by, timong others, 
Jack Behrman in a paper issued by the National Planning Association.I1'' 

In summary, the LDC host country concerns are well documentcc] 
in the literature.  One possible research project would be a detailed 
review of the literature, and particularly the surveys of opinion, to 

11 See Rao & Shakun, A Normative Model for Negotiations Between 
the Multinational Corporatjon and the Host Govgrronenl:, New York 
University Graduate School of Business AdministratiOi Working Paper, 
October 1972, and D. W. Zink, The Political Risks of Multinational 
Enterprise: A Study of U.S. Direct Investment In Lesser Developed 
Countries With Particular Reference to Pern, Ph.D. Dissertation, 
University of Pennsylvania,1971, now published by Praeger, 1973, 
cited. 

12 Office of Kconomic Research and Analysis, Bureau of 
Intelligence and Research, Nationalization, Txproprjation and Other 
Takeovers oF United Slates ttnd Certain fjorclgn Properly Since 1960, 
RUCS-l'l, U.S. Department of Slate, November 30, 1971.  An updated 
listing is currently in preparation but the date of availability is 
not yet known. 

13 Albert Hirschman, cited in Section I-D. 

I1* Jack Behrman, Looking Ahead article, cited in Section I-D. 
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Turning new to the home country concerns, the principal 
objection appears to be the ability of an MNC to escape regulation. 
Most of the concern in this area is either economic, e.g., alleged 
"export of jobs," or loss of tax revenue, as dealt with in Section 
III, or involves the question of extraterritorial application of 
home country laws to overseas affiliates, discussed below. As 
noted in Section I, there are some national security risks (as well 
as gains) from the dispersion of production facilities abroad. 
Raymond Vernon notes that these do "raise questions about the 
internal sufficiency of the American industrial complex," but that 
"they are not very serious questions," in his view.i^ Countries 
such as Britain and Sweden (which are host, as well as home countries) 
have produced some research on the home country perspec tivo, but 
these have focused more on the economic aspects rather than on 
political security.16 

The problems dealt with in the foregoing section suggest that 
the MNC - nation-state conflicts are primarily problems for host 
governments and, from a management standpoint for the MNC's them- 
selves. However, to the extent that such host-country problems as 
nationalism-induced expijprlatlon or discriminatory treatment 
significantly cut back the home country's access to resources and 
the balance of payments income from foreign investments, then its 
economic posture, and at least indirectly its national security, 
may suffer, as discussed in Section III.  This is especially true 
for the United States. 

J-S "Multinational Enterprises and National Security" in 
AJI Anthology, cited, p. 103. 

I6 Professor John Dunning (The Multinational r.nterprise, 
Praeger, New York, 1971) is one of Britain's most prolific MNC 
writers; other UK references are given in the NUA British-North 
American Committee bibliography (cited) United Kingdom section, 
which notes that there arc; relatively few government studies and 
proposals. The Swedish Governmont, however, is understood to be 
Studying MNC's affects on Sweden's economy and national interests, 
both from the host and "home" country standpoint, via an inter- 
ministerial working group. 
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2. ConJ'lic.'ts Between Host and llomo Cnuntrics 

Here MNC's themselves are involved less as prime actors 
lhaj) instruments, sometimes as quite innocent bystanders in a clash 
of national policies.  The classic case of such conflict involves 
un  attempt by a home country to extend its valid jurisdiction 
over its own corporations to their overseas operations, amounting 
sometimes to claims of extraterritorial jurisdiction. 

Highly publicized cases have arisen with Canada and other 
countries over U.S. insistence that foreign-based affiliates of 
its corporations must comply with U.S. strategic trade controls 
vis-a-vis China, Russia or Cuba, or that because of their only 
hypothetlcally competitive U.S. activities, the U.S. Justice Depart- 
ment would oppose mergers between two Swiss firms on antitrust 
grounds. There are also interstate conflicts over taxation policy, 
ameliorated, however, by a network of double taxation treaties or 
conventions.  And an emerging area may be environmental and con- 
sumer protection controls—on which, some useful research has been 
done by Professor Ingo Walter of New York University.I7 

There is an enormous body of literature dealing with the 
"extraterritoriality" problem, much of it understandably by 
lawyers. Georgetown University's Journal, Lcnw and Pol :ioy in 
International Business, has been a forum for many articles in 
tills field.  One of the best is that by Seymour J. Rubin.18 Rubin 
agrees Lo the need for some consultative mechanisms, but casts 
doubt on the feasibility or desirability of international rules or 
codes such as those advocated by Professors Charles Kindleberger and 
Paul Goldberg.19 Professor Stobaugh of Harvard has also issued a 
proposal in this regard, published as an NYU Working Puper:  "A 
Proposal to Facilitate International Trade in Management and 
Technology."20 

1'  Ingo Walter, Environmentnl Control and Consumer Protection. 
Occasional Paper No. 2, Center for Multinational Studies, June 1972. 

18 "Multinational Enterprise and National Sovereignty: A 
Skeptic's Analysis," Law and Policy in International Business, 
Volume III, No. 1, 1971. 

19 "Toward a GATT for Investment: A Proposal for Supervision 
of the International Corporation," Law and Poli.ey in Internationa] 
gusiness, Volume II, No. 2, 1970. ~ 

20 New York University Graduate School of Business Administra- 
tion, Working Paper series, summer 1973. 
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A number of major international conferenoes have hmm* h. ii 

Law Center),  Leid at MufCeldo  r/c^nany "^llT    ^ U"ivcrsi^ 

j   
It  is significant that economists and nolitiPHl   ««^-««.^o*. 

law „as grown up und^tth^,^,^ inte Slon? cl.SlTol1?"81 

or private  international  law    to dPal   w^h    i •       conflict of  laws, 
established principles       TreitlL a« 7 ^  <n  accord^'ce with 
harmonization. 21   ^^     Trcatlcs  are.   however,  useful  vehicles  for 

by rigorous B??™^     rdrfSe'SolJSe^frSirff?^ I'0" e0Untrle8 

^nH^^en^a^SSfci  ^^ "^"^^ 

policy  insofar  as  possiWn    w  n     I  ^cltoed to comply with national 

of a 'XTZfuT^L^^0" J»e ««■" «our  In  the eyent 
For oxaile! "f a eonn-ot  1L^On0l''T:  ? ,"0t "'illt0''y "«fare. 
inyolyed'bui  tl,e Europe,neon'rie" IrtJ^l T""* J*"" Wre 

United States were  to  tm   ^    =     ^    ?f Car,aila Kcrc not,   and  If the 
InfXuence of us™? ^^^ S    .'!:■.col,nict .«>? assets and influence of U.S.  MNC affiliates  in those areas 

relaLions 

21 
See Eric Stein   fwhosp wr*if-l*%rtä  -r«  n • 

"Conflict of Laws Rules ly l>ca y      R^c.nl    on o?C, ^ eXt"OI,siTO' 
Regional Market," Mielli.,nn   tow RcWew ill?       -ompanies   in a 

dune 1970. 
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with its allies would be subject to major strain.  This area is, 
therefore, dealt with separately in Section III.D. 

A more serious cause of conflict between the host and home 
country concerns the treatment of corporate citizens doing business 
abroad in terms of expropriation, nationalization, and discrimina- 
tory treatment, and retaliatory measures such as denial of aid or 
trade concessions.  There is a substantial body of research and 
writing on this broad area going back to the days of "gunboat 
diplomacy" and "concessions."^ And here there may be both direct 
and indirect consequences for national security.  An example of 
the former is the effect of expropriations on the U.S. sourcing 
of vital raw materials, already noted, or loss of military base 
rights as a result of investment disputes. 

The indirect effects may be either economic, e.g., a decrease 
in the investment base from which income important to the national 
economy is derived, or political, namely that U.S. security can be 
affected by major conflicts with key allies, or strategic countries 
such as the Middle East, over investment disputes.  To the extent 
that threatened loss of a major asset overseas, such as oil access, 
might lead to military intervention, other larger powers might also 
intervene, threatening serious military conflict.  The Suez Canal 
seizure is a classic ease in point. 

Recent actions by Chile in nationalizing both the copper 
industry and certain ITT subsidiaries are also illustrative of the 
problem.  This area has been the subject of important congressional 
hearings and promises to feature in several more, notably those of 
the Subcommittee on Multinational Corporations of the Senate Foreign 
Relations Committee, headed by Senator frank Church (D.-Idaho).23 

One of the areas which Lie Churcli Subcemmittee is considering is 
whether "there is a coincidence of interest between the U.S. MNC 
and U.S. foreign policy objectives in selected key areas of the 
world."^ It will not be surprising if the business community 
answers the question affirmatively, while the critics of interven- 
ijionism challenge this premise. 

22 Marjorie M. Whiteman, Assistant to the Legal Advisor, 
U.S. Department of State, "Damages in International Law," Vol. Ill, 
U.S. Goverrenent Printing Office, Washington, 19i|3; John T. Marcus, 
Marcus Nadler and Harry C. Sauvain, Aiueriea's fxperi.ence as a 
Creditor Nation. Prentice-Hall, New York, 1937. 

23 A report on the first phase of the Subcommittee on Multi- 
national Corporations' inquiry, entitled The International Telephone 
and Tolonraph Comnanv and Chilo. 1''70-71 (d'O, Washington, D.C.) was 
Issued June 2i, 1973.  JTT's alleged effort to involve CIA suggests 
some potential national secmrlty interaction, although more about 
the character of the regime than the specific Investment dispute. 

Speech by Senator Frank Church before the Business Financ- 
ing Conteronce, New York City, December S, 1(J72. 
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One can easily write a "conflict scenario" in which the 
political feedback from investment disputes adds to xenophobia 
and nationalistic feelings in an LDC, and produces a correspond- 
ing pjlitlcal reaction in the country whose investments have been 
■eiaed or unfairly treated, with a consequent rise in political 
tension.  But while national security might be indirectly affected 
by political tensions, the days of solving such conflicts by 
military operations appear to be over.  In any case, these problems 
have existed for a long time; and could exist with any direct in- 
vestment, regardless of the institution of the multinational   > 
corporation.  It can be argued, of course, that such disputes and 
tensions are fertile ground in which ideological opponents can 
seek political advantage.  For example, the World Federation of 
Trade Unions, which is sometimes regarded as communist-inspired, 
if not dominated, held a conference in Santiago in the spring of 
1973 which sought to capitalize on the "MNC" issue and develop 
sentiment for undermining and limiting it. 

These political xenophobic problems are, of course, not 
exclusive to the developing countries, but are familiar'issues in 
the literature concerning investment in Europe, Canada, and more 
recently, Australia.  Japan's inhospitality toward foreign direct- 
investment is well known; and while now somewhat more liberal, 
there is still a basic asymmetry vis-a-vis inward and outward'in- 
vestment.  Prompted, in part, by the example of Canada (which has 
had an endemic resentment against the high degree of control of her 
economy exercised by foreign, mostly American, investors) 
Australia's Senate recently issued a report." Canada has'held 
not one, but five major surveys by task forces or committees on 
their own problem, which is concerned lass  with the MNC £er se 
than with direct investment in their country, and their overall 
economic relations with t'.e United States. 2ü Sweden, as noted 
earlier, also has an inquiry underway.  Britain (which is both a 
host and a home country for foreign investment) has had at least 
quasi-oificial inquiries, quite apart from many academic studies, 

Report of the Australian Select Committ .e on Foreign 
Ownership^and Control, prepared prior to the passage of the Companies 

134, November 2, 1972, Canberra, 1972. (Foreign Take-overs) Act, No. 

26 These are the Watkins Task Force, Foreign Ownership and the 
Structure of Canadian Industry, Ottawa: Queen's Printer, 1968; the 
Wahn Committee ("Eleventh Report of the Parliamentary Standing' 
Committee on External Affairs and National Defense." Ottawa: Queen's 
Printer, 1970); The Cray Task Force:  Foreirn Direct Tnveq iment-jn 
Canada, Ottawa:  Information Canada, 1972, and two Investigations 
by the Ontario Provincial Govornment (Report of the Interdcpartmenta] 
Task lorce on Foreign Investment, Toronto, November 1971, and Pre- 
liminary Report or the Select Committee on Economic and Cultural 
Nationalism, Toronto, March 1972. 
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as have many if not most of the governments of Curope, along 
with the E1X itself and the OECD.27 

B. MNC's as Sources of Stability 

The other side of the coin of inturnational conflict is that 
of contributions to stability, for example, through "he economic 
development of LDC's. A very substantial amount of research has 
been done on the development aspect--the lOGO's abound with both 
academic and congressional studies of the role of private invodt- 
ment in development.28 A good survey article is that by Professor 
Richard D. Robinson, "The Developing Countries, Development and 
the Multinational Corporation."29 

Numerous of the other research centers and authors cited have 
contributed in this area, and a good bibliography is contained in 
the ITRI review of the literature.  The Columbia Journal of World 
Business has a number of articles, and both the Harvard and NYU 
projects are engaged in a variety of scholarly explorations of 
the impact of direct investment and the MMC on growth in the less 
developed countries and a substantial body of writings exists on 
their effects in developed countries, both pro and con. 

To the extent that the multinational enterprise and its 
assets such as capital, technology, know-how, and marketing can 
improve the quality and quantity of economic development in the 
most cost-effective (although not always the most politically 
acceptable) manner, it is surely a contribution to general inter- 
national stability, and presumptively at least, to international 

27 The issue of the MNC and U.S. investment in Europe is 
widely regarded as having been raised by Jean Jacques Servan- 
Schreiber in The American Challenge (IDC)?) but this was preceded 
by works entitled:  The Ameriean Invasion by William Francis (19G2), 
The Americanization of Europn by Edward MeCreary (196U) , and followed 
by The American Takeover of Britain by HcMillin and Harris (1008). 
And these, in turn, go back Lo the early years of this century 
when F.A. McKenzie's The American Invaders and William Stead's The 
Americanization ot" the World, both published in 1902, first raised 
the nationalist flag against American overseas investment.  In 
short, there is a definite cyclical aspect to the literature on this 
subject. 

28 See the Williams Commission Report, cited^ Volume IT, Part 
III, Chapter 11, and Partners in Development, Report of the Commission 
on International Development, Lester B. Pearson, Chairman, Praeger, 
]9()r). Chapter S. Also Peter Ady, ed.. Private foreign [nvostinent and 
the Developing Worldj Praeger, 1 'J71. 

29 I)i The Annals, cited, pp. G7-79. 
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peace.30 There is, however, a significant amount of writing 
which takes a highly critical view, emanating both from academic 
sources in the industrialized countries and from the less developed 
countries themselves, as well as various "New Left" sources. 

Essentially, this outlcok considers MNC's as an instrument 
of an imperialistic American drive to assert economic hegemony on 
a worldwide, scale. Actually this viewpoint finds one of its first . 
statements in the writings of Lenin, who believed capitalist ' > 
economies were compelled to seek out foreign markets to absorb 
excess production and surplus capital.^ As the period of greatest 
MNC growth got underway, contemporary American revisionist historians 
have sought to interpret modern U.S. economic developments from the 
above frame of reference.  For example, William Appleman Williams 
imputes that the need for peace and stability as the most suitable 
environment, for the internationalization of business (especially 
in Latin America and Asia) resulted in a special government- 
business relationship.  He describes it as. an "effort to expand 
American exports, develop- and control'raw materials, and initiate 
corporate enterprises--while at.the same time developing a 
regional political system based on local rulers loyal to the basic 
interests of the U.S."32 Gabriel Kolko goes further to assert 
that the goal of economic expansion into foreign economies has 
constituted a rationale for military intervention.33 

A lucid application of such theories of U.S. economic imperial- 
ism directly to the MNC's is.Harry Magdoff's The A^o of Imperialism-- 
The Economics of American Forei.crn Policy.31* The author concludes 

30 The case for the MNC as a vehicle of deve Lopment has been 
made by a number of economists, notably Harry G. Johnson and Enno 
Hobbing.  See their articles in the Columbia Journal of World 
Business, May 1970, and August 1971, respectively. 

31 V. I. Lenin, Iinper.iali.sin, The Highest Stage of Capitalism, 
New York, International Publishers, New York, N.Y., 1939. 

32 William A. Williams, The Tragedy of American Diplomacy, 
Dell Publishing Co., New York, N.Y., 1962. 

33 Gabriel Kolko, The Roots of American Foreign Policy, 
Beacon Press, Boston, Mass,, 1909. See also Kenneth E. Boulding 
.and Jukerjee Japan, eds.. Economic Tmperinlism, A Bdok of Readings, 
University of Michigan Press, Aiui Arbor, Mich., 197^. 

3i| Monthly Review Press, New York, 1909 
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that the motivation behind foreign Investment by U.S. firing is 
control of raw material sources and markets in order Lo protect 
their domestic position, but he emphasises that what really 
matters most to the uslness system is simply that the option of 
foreign investment fc ould remain available; he states that govern- 
ment collaborates to preserve this option. 

MNC activities in the less developed countries have received 
especially harsh treatment from the New Left critics.  In particular, 
they castigate firms which derive economic advantage from their 
operation in LDC's without making substantial contributions toward 
their development beyond forming small "pockets" of modernization 
from which most of the population never benefit.  Criticism is 
also made of extractive industries acting without due consideration 
for the e-ivironment, and price differential policies for products 
sold in the less developed and the developed countries, which the 
critics interpret as evidence of exploitation.^ The points above 
are common to New Left analyses of U.S. foreign economic policy in 
general, and the MNC in particular.  The theoretical link between 
such interpretations and MNC's as a potential source of conflict 
is obvious. 

There is definite room for more high quality, objective 
research on the actual political as well as economic effects of 
MNC's in developing countries. Answers to criti'isms, many of 
them ill-founded, could be developed in the ligL'. of the practical 
alternatives facing a developed country and the unavailability of 
adequate resources from public investment institutions, as opposed 
to private capital.  The relationship with national security, 
however, is Indirect at best. 

Another significant contribution of the MNC concerns economic 
interdependence, again on the assumption that regional economic 
integration is a generally desirable development in maintaining 
international stability and cooperation.  This point has been 
written about by a number of authors including Pierre Uri,^ 
Sidney Rolfe,3'7 Rainer Hellman38 Jack ]3ehrman,39 z.ud  many others. 

35 See Ronald Müller, The Earth Managers and Abdul Said, 
The MNC and World Politics,'both to be published in September 1973. 

36 "Multinational Companies and European Integration," Interplay, 
.November 1%8. 

3'  Sidney Rolfe and Walter namrn. The Multinational Corporation 
and the World Economy:  Direct Invcstincnt in I'erspective. New York 
Praegcr, 1970. 

38 The nhnllcmm to U.S.  Dominance oF the  International  Corpora- 
tion.  Dunel.Len,  New York,  1970. 

3^    "Industrial  Integration and the Multinational Enterprise," 
pp.   l|G-57   in  The Annals,   cited. 
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It is undoubtedly true that the MNC, by creating a demand for 
the Euro-dollar market,  helped to crealo it,  and that ? e 
transnational flexibility of MNC's  in financing as well L 
Production and marketing has stimulated effoS* to devJl^ a 
common financial and  industrial policy by Europe  and  ^enS^lv 
has promoted economic integration in Europe generally 

The notion  that  the multinational eorooration     -ff nr^  B 

Four articles in The Multinational Cornnm^nn  issue of The*AnnaJs 

aeai with tlie consequences of the MNT ?nw ThZ  t7n rr     ,       ILXLLUJ 

and this  is .Iso a Sajor part of%Sf«o* ,t^b       ^ho^Un™ .S?:™' 
ol   '.nnsylvamu and the Foreign Policy Research  Instil-uto      GeoLo 

iffo« JS SofSSn?^VOld,POlI^eal ^'"Plications  that can 

the Future.       while a dissenting view (from the preposition 

c^lJ'ui^TL^i"^. ^rr^ AT: rnnmn »^ York,  1070)7     ion Political Integration (I-raogor, New 

ill 
PP.   139-152  in The Annals,  cited. 

  ■Mi -   - 
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that countries arc becoming more economically Interdependent) 
is contained in Kenneth N. Waltz, "The Myth of National Interde- 
pendence. " 'z 

• 
Obviously, a true global economy, regardless of whether 

productive oi' political conciliation or political conflict, 
cannot help but have some consequences for "national security." 
If political attitudes toward International cooperation and 
security are favorable, and xenophobia and extreme nationalism» 
reduced, U.S. security should benefit.  If, however, the 
political polarization of the world shifts from East-West to 
North-South, that stability could be endangered from a new 
direction.  But the security impacts are indirect, long-term and 
almost philosophical In nature and therefore very difficult to 
come to grips with in empirical research. 

C. MNC's as a Source or Channel of Influence In International ' 
Politics 

This aspect has some potential impact on national security. 
ITT's alleged pressures on the U.S. Government in connection with 
Chile's expropriation of its property have been widely reported 
in the press and congressional hearings. Aside from such special 
situations, Dennis M. Ray lias-noted that:  "There are throe avenues 
of influence which may be open to corporations.  These stem from 
(1) their capacity to take independent action in the international 
arena through foreign investment; (2) their direct and Indirect 
influence on foreign policy decisionmaklng; and (3) their capacity 
to shape public opinion in such a way as to lecritimize governmental 
action in favor of business interests abroad."^3 

There appears to be room for more empirical research on the 
foreign policy-MNC Interaction, recognizing, however, that both 
governments and multinational corporations are going to be 
reluctant to discuss their relationships In such sensitive areas 
as political influence.  We have not encountered much objective 
case study research In this area. 

It is not widely recognized, however, that the role of the MNC 
is a two-way channel; there are cases In which foreign governments 
seeking to influence U.S. policy, let us say on trade polIcy--or 

i|2 

cited. 
pp. 205-226 in Kindloberger, The International Corpnration. 

^3 "Corporations and American Foreign Relations," pp. 80-02 
in The Annals, cited. 
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indeed on a more general foreign policy proposition, have made 
communications ranging from subtle hints to direct threats 
against local affiliates of American firms, hoping that the 
parent would exert its influence on the U.S. Government in the 
desired direction.  Carried to extremes, this raises the important 
question of the multinational as "hostage" to foreign governments 
which have generally been neglected in research, although the 
potential is pointed out by Raymond Vernon, among others. ^ 
It is possible that this aspect will surface in the "gaming" f 
analysis based uoon numerous corporate interviews being undertaken 
in connection with the Wharton business School project.  The 
question of the MNC and economic warfare--a neglected area of 
research, discussed in Section III.D—is also related. 

^* Vernon, "The Multinational Enterprise and National 
Security," cited. 
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III.  THE_ECONOMIC gmCTS OF MNC's 

This section poses the general question of whether the eeonomic 
repereuss.ons of the multinational company are, on balance, a ne? 
contributor to national security or a complicating or negative fac- 
tor in maintaining it. The assumption is that a nation's ability to 
provide for its national seeurity depends on its overall eeono.nie 
position1 and that international polities is increasingly JoeuseS 
on econom.ic competition. fa y xw-uaeu 

A.   The effects of Foreign Investment on the 11..S. as a Home Country 

1-   Effects on tlie Balance of Payments 

. During the 1960's. U.S. multinational companies were the 

tiallf on th ^"^ deUl 0f re8ear0h and P-^-ation focusing ini- 
l^y        lue  S"?1"688 management aspects, but moving rapidlv to 
pacts'orfono-331^00 fw™^  8^cts as one of ?he pr mary im- 
substmti-nu ^ ^^ ^f^frt   Cwhich is used in this survey as 
fain in '; iy 8yn;nKUS with thG «nultlnatlonal company), it is 
lair to slate that this subject has now been researched exhaustively 
through theoretical studies and models, by analysis oFthf comm'e 
henslve data published by the Commerce Department and t rouch 
surveys conducted by numerous individual organization^.''sSr'tin. 
with the imposition of U.S. investment controls in 1065 fwhich becamP 
mandatory .n 1968 under the Office of Foreign Direct Investme ts  or 
of nn •? ^ ne^tmem  of Commerce), studies focused on ?te eflec? 
of capital movements on the balance of payments.  The Conference 
W^S11^? a rJOr SUrVey in "66, followed by one of the more 

subStatutes for host country investment but does not affect home 

country.  The authors have also tried to establish the range of the 

1 

Not all writers,  of course,  share  this  assumption       In  "Th« 
Economic Content of National Securltv Pollov" -.P ■      f   o ;   i    nu    f 

strength?    Surprisingly the answer is   'N   i'"    SLi l  economic 
answer to securltv d-nomim.n    ~ Schnitze gives the same 
investments abroSl^ OVOrSeaS raW ^^^ and U.S. 

Washlng?on^x!yiSGrrCh '^ Nü- ''  U-H-  ^^ ^rtment. 
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"payback" period for a given investment, that is, when the dividends, 
income, royalties and fees repatriated have caught up to the initial' 
investment outflow. 

The President's Commission on Foreign Trade and Investment 
also produced considerable information on this subject. 3 The con- 
sensus in the business community, with considerable academic 
support, is that the direct investment controls are counterproduc- 
tive and must bo phased out--as the Nixon Administration has promised 
to do by the end of 1(J74. - 

The Harvard Business School's major study under the leadership 
of Professors Raymond Vernon and Robert Stobaugh has amassed a 
considerable data base and published extensively on the many aspects 
of the MNC and its economic effects at homo and abroad.  One part of 
this research project, hy  Robert Stobaugh and Associates, was pub- 
lished by the Commerce Depu^tment in 1971. ^ On the basis of the 
detailed case studies developed for the Harvard research, this 
survey concluded that most foreign investmentj go abroad'to keep 
from losing markets or to gain access to new markets and do not 
displace investments in the United States.  This conclusion was 
further elaborated in a paper by Professors Stobaugh, Tolesio, and 
de la Torre, published by the Center for Multinational Studies. s 

Research at the Now York tiniversity Graduate School of Business 
Administration and elsewhere has tended to support this conclusion. 

The basic facts about the effects of U.S. direct foreign invest- 
ment are readily available through the Commcrco Department's regular 
Survey of Current Business series.  An analysis of the cumulative 
outflows and returns on investment shows that c imulativoly between 
19M8 and 1972, there were $51 billion of capital outflows for direct 
investment, of which abou. $3 billion were raised through foreign 
borrowing for a net capital outflow of $i|8 billion. Against this, 
interest, dividends, and branch earnings plus fees and royalties 
totaled $101 billion, so that the net balance of payments effects on 

Williams Commission Report cited. Papers, Volume 1.  See 
especially the contributions of Professors Jlouthakker and Krause. 

üjJL-Jty;tlnatlOTial fnterprises and the U.S. Economy^ Part II 
of the Commerce Department's The Mu.ltinat.ional Cornoratjon. Volume I 
cited. "" 

Occasional Paper No. H, The Effect of U.S. foreign Direct 
Investment in Manu fat;turing on the U.S. BalajTCo__of_Ja^nent8J IKS. 
j^ij]^)yjiuji2t_^md Chan;'c-s in Skill Composition of Ijnirloyiiient, 'Center 
for Multinational Studies, February 1973. 

fe»   
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period1^'1 State8 WCre p0sitivc  ^ ovc>r ?53 billion for this 

snnh J';^ ",eth?,loJ+;
OSical1 

T!cohlcm  in «nalyzing the Blgnlfleanoe of 
such data as that of making realistic assumptions about what would 
have happened in the absence of this investment.  Since economies 
like history does not disclose its alternatives, the assumptions 
are necessarily hypothetical.  The Senate Finance Committee 
directed the Tariff Commission to undertake a comprehensive study 

tLlLuTrT        ™ltlnatl°nal eompani.es and the Committee published 
the Tarlfl Commission report early in 197.S.7 The alternative assumn 

srti?utUVhGV1Cr ^ir  dirCCt --^ment was aiSSon^t^oH 
substitute for domestically generated investment in home and host 
countries were used mainly to develop different estimates of employ- 
ment effects.  The Commission showed that multinationals "made a 
major positive contribution to the current account of the U S 
balance of payments"—a conclusion also reached by the Commerce 
Department survey of 298 firms. 8 commerce 

This conclusion is highly significant to U.S. national security 
for foreign aid and military deployments cause foreign exchange 
outflows and can only be maintained by the Income earned fro foreign 
investments, now that the U.S. trade balance is in deficit  The 
very substantial evidence which has been compiled through the above 
study and numerous others is that the multinational corporaL^n has 

uainnt^  ^ ^ ^f*1*'  P08**1^ *"***  on the U.S.balance at payments even alter all capital outflows are taken into account. 

There is also a substantial body of literature relating to the 
theoretical effects of foreign direct investment on the balance of 
payments of host countries anl within the international system 
although here there are still some technical and methodoloSeäi 
disputes.  One can conclude that the balance of payments effects of 
direct investment iiave been thoroughly researched.  But the effects 

6 
The  International Economic  Policy Association's  series of 

tSe ro?e of'fo^ n^Vf ^^^ hnS al80 ^^ ^e'ented 
iion on tho ^0faSif    eC^lnVeStn,ent aml the "^tlnatlonal corpora- tion on  the U.S.  balance of payments:     The  United States Balance of 
Payments;    An Appraisal of Vs.  EcononUn «trategy;    ThP iin^n" «^LB 

^"^ 0f ^^ !    ARea—'^l:    and Tl.. ii^jed sLt^nn^n---^ 

U.S.   Tariff Commission Report,   cited. 

.   ,   Bureau of Econojnlc Analysis,  U.S.  Department of Conroerce 
n^Vl"-?-'^ (COM-72.U392)   ' National  roolinxoal  Inlorwution Service,  Springfield.  Va., November 

, 
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on host countsJos, particularly LDC's, still remains in dispute. 
Tlicrc is need for detailed, thorough, country-hy-country studies in 
this area. 

2.  Effects on the Balance of Trade 

Much the same conclusion can be reached in this area, namely, 
that the effects are well researched and understood.  Here the 
Commerce Department has generated a broad data base in its compre- 
hensive 19GG benchmark survey, which collected mandatory data SLITJ- 
m.issions from all foreign direct investors,  and further data for 
the 2CJH sample firms in the Speoial Survey of U.S. Multinational 
Companies 1970, cited above.  Numerous companies, such as Union 
Carbide,■LU have also published exhaustive studies of their own 
experience with trade and investment, and business organizations 
have Issued comprehensive studies derived from surveys of their 
member companies.  These include:  ECAT^-1-1 the National Foreign 
Trade Council, 2 Business International-1^. and the National Associ- 
ation of Manufacturers, 1^ 

The Harvard Studies and the Tariff Commission study previously 
cited have also contributed to the literature in this area, as have 
Robert Hawkins' Occasional Papers 1 and 3 for the Center for Mult.-' - 
national Studies. The National Bureau of Economic Research is al -o 
undertaking an elaborate study of the MNC and U.S. trade. 

U.S. Direct Investments Abroad., Part T:  Balance of Payments 
Data, U.S. Government Printing Office, December 1970; Part II: 
Investment Position, Financial and Operating Data:  Group J, Petroleum 
Indush'y (COM-72-10097), December 1971; Croup 2,   Manuructurinfj; JndusLry 
(COM-72-10096), January 1972; Croup 3, Other Industry and All Industries 
Summary (COM-72-10M41), May ]972; National Technical Information 
Service, Springfield, Virginia. 

Union Carbide Corporation, Union Carbide's International 
Investment Benefits the U.S. Economy, New York, 1972. 

Emergency Committee for American Trade, The Role of the 
Mulrinational Corpoi-ation in the United States and World Economics, 
Washington, February, 1972. 

12 
The National Foreign Trade Council, The Impact of U.S. Foreign 

Direct Investment on U.S. Employment and Trade--An Assersment of Criti- 
cal Claims and i.egislatLve Proposals, New York, November 1971. 

1^ Business International, The Effects of' U.S. Corporate Forei!?^ 
Investment, 1909-70, New York, November 1972. 

^ National Association of Manufacturers, Th" U.S. Stake in World 
grade; and Investment, New York, January 1972. 

Preliminary results and methodology arc.1 outlined in Lipsey 
and Weiss, "Analyzing Direct Investment and Trade; at the Company Level," 
in the American Statistical Association Annual Proceed ings, 1972. 
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All of the foregoinjr generally support the proposition that 
most multinational companies export more both to their affiliates 
abroad and to foreigners in general than they import either from 
affiliates or in general.  The multinational segment of the U.S. 
business community, therefore, has a better than average perfor- 
mance in the trade field and has generated a consistent surplus. 
This conclusion is most clearly shown by the Commerce Department's 
Spc ;ial Survey, 1970.  The question of whether multinationals 
con auute to an unhealthy dependence upon imports in any given 
critical sector is dealt with elsewhere (see Section I above); but 
in terms of the overall impact on the U.S. economy, the MNC is seen 
to be favorable in trade terms. 

Labor organizations sueli as the AFL-CIO have challenged this 
conclusion by blaming the MNC for loss of jobs attributed to 
imports or to the "export" of the U.S. production base.  The facts 
are that less than 10 percent of the global manufacturing produc- 
tion by U.S. manufacturing firms enters the United States--and 
more than half of that comeo from Canada, with which the United" 
States has special arrangements for free trade in automotive 
products. 

The notion that direct investment in manufacturing facilities 
abroad displaces U.S. exports has also been examined in the litera- 
ture, and although there are proponents of this concept abroad and 
some in the United States, such as Professor Peggy Musgrave,   the 
weight of the evidence is that the exports could not have been made 
from the United States for a large variety of reasons, of which 
labor costs are only one--and in many cases, the least significant- 
factor. 

It is important to distinguish the investment issues raised by 
the multinational corporation from the trade issues—although labor 
spokesmen have tended to confuse the two.  Multinationals, to be 
sure, are an important and growing factor in U.S. exports—which, as 
noted above, are helpful to the U.S. economy and, presumably, to' 
national security.  They are a much less significant factor in 
imports; and the so-called "trade policy" issues, while important 
matters of both international relations and U.S. Government policies, 
are not centrally linked to the multinational company.  It is true, 
however, that many investments abroad have been made because of the 

10     , 
Peggy R.   Musgrave's  statement  to the  House  Committee on 

Ways and Means,   Panel No.   11,   Taxation  ofJ^reia^JnSgSe^   U.S.   Govern- 
ment Printing Office,   February 28,  1973;  and "Tax  Preferences to 
Foreign Investment," pp.  17G-219 in The Economics of Federal Subsidy 
Rrogrnms. A Conmoncliiwn of Papers.  Part 2-Tntornntional Subsitl[us, 
Joint Llconomic L'ummittce,  Congress of the U.S.,  U.S.  Government 
Printing Office, June 11, 197^. 
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. trade policies of othgp countries, e.g., the CCC's conunon 
external tariff, and numerous nontarlff barriers, such as local 
content rcqulrcrricnts. 

Thus, U.S.-based MNC's can and do have a not .inconsiderable 
impact on trade patterns in the world generally.  An important 
paper on "National Security Considerations Affecting Trade Policy" 
has been written by Thomas C. Schclling of Harvard.   Schelling 
notes that trade policy is an instrument for shaping the domestic 
economy, in particular in preparation for wars or other emergencies; 
that it Is an Instrument for affecting the economies of other 
countries, friends and allies or potential enemies; and that since 
trade is vulnerable to war and other disruptions and emergencies, 
trade policy can be used both defensively and to mitigate the 
damage from actions by others.  ILis paper does not, however, 
include investment questions or the role of the MNC,  The MNC does 
have a potential role to play in the national security aspects of 
trade policy, and this is dealt with in Section III D under the 
"Economic Warfare" heading. 

By and large, the s bjeet of MNC's contribution to U.S. trade, 
and any derivative conclusions one wishes to draw from the facts, 
is pretty thoroughly cultivated a^.d little original work can Le 
done, except for the Department of Commerce to update their statis- 
tical compilations. 

Effect on Domestic Investment and Jobs, Finances, and Taxes 

This question lias been at the heart of domestic controversies 
about the multinational corporation, owing to the efforts of organized 
labor to make the MNC a scapegoat for alleged job displacement. 
Unfortunately, these allegations initially tended to generate more 
political po]cnics than analysis; but the business community has now 
responded with an impressive array of studies dealing with this 
question in depth.  In addition to those by ECAT, Business Inter- 
national, -«-he NAM, the National Foreign Trade Council, and the Center 
for Multinational Studies cited above, the Tariff Conmlsslon study 
has specifically examined this area on an industry-by-industry basis 
and concluded. In effect, that only highly unrealistic assumptions 
about the ability of the United States to export would support the 
notion that there has been a net jjob displacement. 

Occasional Papers 1, 3, and 4 of the Center for Multinational 
Studies have explored this area.  In No. 1, by Professor Hawkins, 
the domestic economic performance of Industries with high and low 
intensities of foreign investment are compared.  It found that the 
higher intensity Industries have, on average, performed well in 
terms of shipments, exports, growth and r.mployment, and better than 
national averages.  The poor performers have been in industries Like 

17 In the Williams Commission Report, cited. Papers 1. 
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textiles where t 
conclusion, whlc 
(Note 13 above) 
criticism and na 
and effect there 
MNC's have not e 
in the aggregate 
base offshore, 
have been discus 

here has been little U.S. foreign investment.  This 
h as supported by the Business International Survey 
as significant both from the standpoint of labor's 
taonal security.  It indicates that whatever cause 
may be in the relatively good MNC performance, 
aused the problems of other sectors, nor have they 
, noved substantial elements of the U.S. production 
Ihe possible exceptions, such as consumer electronics 
sed in Section I. * 

Occasaonal Paper No. i|, based on the Harvard Business Schoo] 
MNC PPsearoh study, concludes that some 600,000 jobs net have been 
created, due to the pull effect of direct investment upon exports 
and the employment effects of such additional exports, both in 
production jobs and in associated home office and Indirect support 
aotiyitlea.  Professor Hawkins' Occasional Paper No. 3 is a method- 
ological review of six studies in this field, including one sponsored 
By labor, as. well as a survey jy the Chamber of Commerce.  All the 
studies, except that by the AFL-CIO, show a positive effect ranging 
from consac'oraole to very substantial.18 

The question of the qualitative impact has also been assessed 
an Occasaonal Paper No. U, and the tendency noted for foreign direct 
anvestment ro have an effect of upgrading the level and pay of U S ' 
:.abs because of their higher technological content. Whether "national 
security" might be involved in -he displacement: of certain skills 
relevant to defense production appears not to have been studied 
insofar as this survey could determine; but there may well be studies 
by the Defense and Labor Departments which are not publicly available. 

On balance, this area is be nd to continue to be a controversial 
one, because of the sensitivity u labor's concerns.  When looked at 
Objectively, however, that concern seems to be more ever the acceler- 
ataon of changes in employment patterns in chat a job created in the 
United States due to a company's overseas activities may be in a 
different locality, a different union, or even no union.  Labor 
therefore, perhaps with some reason, sees a threat to its generaJ 
bargaining position in the U.S. national picture, in part due to the 
internationalization of production, imports, shifts In consumer pre- 
ferences, and the like.  Here labor has done some case studies of parti. 
CUlar companies or industries such as aerospace^' where a part of ibo 
U.S. production base has been moved offshore.  Tills is one of the aroas 

18 
Ihe others wore the  studies by BI,  ECAT,  NFTC    and Stohamr! 

previously cited   (See p.   7  of Occasional  Paper No.   3) St0timi& 

T     •  '1
J.-Se0 Jostlmony of Andrew Biemiller.  Director,   Department of 

Legislation    ArL-CTO, before tie Subcommittee on International Lade 
ol  the Senate  P;.nance Committee.  March G,  1973, not yet published by 
U.S.  Government Minting Office. 
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that might have an .impact on national security because of its 
special relevance to the defense procluctrion base, as noted in 
Section I. 

Many studies of adjusLment assistance have made a ^ood case 
that the burden of adjusting to changes in skill patterns required 
for industry and the general tendency to shift from a production 
to a serv.ice-orientcd economy con be more equitably shored by the 
national economy as a whole instead of left to rest on the shoulders 
of particular individuals, skill levels, and eommunities.  This > 
subject is also fairly well researched, however, and extensive 
congressional hearings have been held. io 

With respect to the effect of foreign investment and the MNC 
on U.S. finances and taxes, the argument has been made both by 
labor critics of the MNC and by so-called tax reformers that "the 
U.S. could capture a significant additional tax income if it elimi- 
nated preferences now said to apply to international as opposed to 
domestic Investment.  This case has been made very strongly by 
labor and others such as Stanley Surrey and Peggy Musgrave,21 The 
business community has, however, strongly rebutted these assumptions, 
an voluminous testimony glv°n to the House Ways and Means Committee 
during tax reform hearings in the spring of 1973. 22 

The issues here are about the credit now given for foreign 
income taxes paid, and the so-called "deferral" question,  in con- 
nection with the tax credit, it should be noted that these are estab- 
lished by a network of bilateral treaties designed to avoid double tax- 
ation, of which the United States is currently a party to more than 
thirty." 

20 
See Trade Adjustment Assistance hearings beiore the Subcom- 

mittee on foreign Economic Policy, House Committee on foreign Affairs 
April 2H, 25, 26, and May 9, 10, 11, 1/, 1U72, U.S. Government Printing 
Office, 1972. 

21 
See statements of Stanley S. Surrey and Peggy B. Musgrave to 

the House Ways and Means Committee, Panel Discussions on Tax Reform. 
Panel No. 1, Ob.iectives and Approaches to Tax Refor..- and SiniDlification, 
February 5, 1973, and Panel No. 11, Taxation of I'orc-ign incoiiie. February 
28, 1973, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, 1973. 

22 
See Testimony before the House Way^.and Means Committee on Tax 

Reform, March 6 through April 0, 1973, on Taxation of foreign Income by 
Donald M. Kendall (Emergency Committee for American Trade),'Harry Heltzer 
(3M Company), Paul D. Seghers (International Tax Institute), N. R. Daniel 
ian, (J.CPA), Robort M. Noriss (National foreign Trade Council), and 
others; the hearings have not yet been published by the U.S. Government 
Printing Office. 

23 
See Appendix A, ^iltinntiona]  Taxation, An Analysis of the 

j^xatloG-i^i^yisigna of the  Foreign ^^dojmdjjiyogtment Act of 1972. 
International economic Policy Association, Washington,  1972. 
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Aocordinß to Treasury estimates, ellffllnatlon of the tax crcdi't 
could lead at least to an additional $3 billion of taxable Income 
an a;nount which eould be strategically signifjeant in terms of 
national security.  The problem is, however, that such gains wouJ . 
probably prove illusory, since the handicap on U.S. firms operating 
abroad in terms of their foreign competition would force many of 
them out of business, with serious, if not disastrous, effects on 
the stock market.  (Professor Robert Stobaugh lias estimated that 
tliis impact could be as much as $2ÜÜ  billion in stock market values,)*1* 

By the time Congress ad.iourned in the summer of 1973, it 
appeared that the notion of eliminating the tax credit, as proposed 
in the Hartke-Burke and other labor-sponsored bills, had been dropped, 
and the issue had come down to that of "deferral." 

Tliis issue eould be more accurately described as one of. taxing 
the income of foreign affiliates currently, without regard to whether 
the income had been repatriated and thus brought within the tax juris- 
diction of the United States. Apavt from the "extra-territorial" 
legal aspects of the problem, many witnesses before the House Ways 
and Means Committee felt that here, too, there would be serious 
competitive handicaps imposed on U.S. business companies who would 
have to cut into the amounts which could otherwise be used in expand- 
ing the overseas investment base and market access hy  remitting 
money for the additional tax obligations.  However  from a government 
finance point of view, the amounts invol"ed are relatively insignifi- 
cant, estimated to be on the order of $325 million annually. 

As Congress adjourned it seemed likely that the tax reform 
issue might be put off until fall, although the \vays and Means Com- 
mittee still had on its agenda both the Administration proposals 
to tax certain "runaway plants," and "tax holiday" situations on a 
current basis, and the Committee proposal to tax at least 50 percent 
of foreign-source income on a current basis. 

The literature and analyses in this area are very extensive, 
and detailed citations serjin unnecessary since there is little, if any, 
national security impact.  The testimony of IEPA to the Ways and Means 
Committee explored in detail the national economic interest involved 
in the question of foreign-source taxation; and the matter does not 
appear to require further examination in this survey. " 

2ii 
Statement of Robert li. Stobaugh to the House Ways and Means 

Committee's Taxation of Foreign Income Panel No. 11, February 28, 
1973, cited. 

25 W. R. Danielian, "Taxation of Foreign Income," Statemcnt 
before the House Ways and Means Committee, April 3, 1973. 
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In concluding this  survey on the effects of forolgn investment 
by U.S.-based multinationals un the United States, we should make a 
brief cross reference to the role which such MNC's have in providing 
vital natural resources which was discussed in Section I D, and to 
the impact of the transfer of U.S. technology (and receipt of foreign 
technology) on U.S. competitiveness, whieli was analyzed in Section I B 

One can conclude from the extensive literature in the economic 
•area that, on balance, the U.S. multinational firm has enhanced Ameri- 
can competitiveness in the world economy, and has helped the U.S'. 
balance of trade and payments.  On an aggregate level, it also 
appears to have helped U.S. employment and production, both quanti- 
tatively and qualitatively, although by accelerating the pace of 
adjustment to now technological progress and consumer preferences, it 
has created some dislocations.  These seem better mot by more ef-' 
feetive adjustment assistance programs than by shackling America's 
multinational corporations. 

tlu 
The submission of XEPA's Center for Multinational Studies to 

Senate finance Committee reached the following conclusion: 

While . . . there are some problems as well as advantages 
to be had from the institution of the multinational corpora- 
tion, the latter are identifiable and quantifiable, for 
example, the gains for the balance of payments and trade. 
The problems, on the other hand, tend to lie more in the 
qualitative area--and often involve factors of which the 
multinational firm is merely a manifestation rather than 
a contributing cause, such as the increasing interdependence 
of the world economy and the acceleration of technological 
innovation.  This tends, however, to make the MNC vulnerable 
to political attacks as a convenient scapegoat.26 

As previously noted, the national security interaction with the 
economic effects of MNC's depends largely on the proposition that 
national security, in its broadest sense, depends upon the strength 
and potential of the U.S. economy.  All in all, it is hard to sec 
how the United States can conduct effective policies to maintain or 
advance its "national security," however that tenn may be defirid, 
without intrinsic economic strengt]) in domestic terms as well as a 
profitable relationship with the'international economy.  It is clear 
that, whatever its problems, the American MNC has advanced rather 
than retarded such viability. 

The facts in this area are available. The controversy is politi- 
cal. It is difficult to find new areas of exploration. The remaining 
problem is one of public education. 

26 
'The Benefits and Problems of Multinational Corporations," 

Senate finanee Comm.i ttoo, Multinational Corporations. A CompcntUum of 
RjEors, U-'-- Government Printing Office, Washington, 1973, p. lüö. 
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- B-      SlS  te£t of Forelga  Tnyoslmonl: on the  United Stnfn.g  as 
a Host Country ' " :—iii 

1.    The Effect on the U.S.  Balance of iv.-.do nnd Bali 
or  Payments ~ '  anoe 

tr-Klo^nc^thn0) P^nCipl?S 0f the offGCts of MNC,S on thc »«lance of trade and the balance of payments of the homo country,  as described 
?orVW-  th(;.Unl;:Ga State8. ™y «PPly in revere at least ta^ar? 
for foro;,^ direct  investments  in the  United States as host eoSry 
Jj outlined in previous sections,  the effects of MNC's on theTited 

JSeVS ^r^T' ]rG h0T vo1--—J-y covered in the liteia- 
eus^-nn    'r  , aJF OCt Jnvestment-although rarely with any dls- 
S?he United S^/T"1,1^ ^^^ns.    Forelgndirect investments in tne United States,  however, have not been as carefully researched 
^IsTb-n    '   ^ Part be?aU8e 0f thelr relatively small ma^nitud^ 
$0  o'h;   1^ n01? ^ ac.rm,lut0d book va-luc of investment in 1971 and 
Milion and^in J6^^ ^"^ ±n 1072'   in Cont**st ^h $SG 
Sroad".27d $10- ' b:Llllon' respectively, for U.S. direct Investments 

In recent years,   it has been a policy of the U S    Government to 

Z^V^^T^r*  1U thL' l,nitGd Sl-atos'l'-ordl.rTo011' ^ 
futnin 2^ alanCe of Pay"1^8; ^d this will continue in the 
future      As a consequence,  t'-e security ramifications of this  Invest 
SV"11    0W'  WhiCh WlU m05t llkcly be controlled  by foreign-based MNC's,  deserves more extensive and careful consideration; 

bolster'tbc^ ^G
h
aGl:lvitlf  of ".S.-based MNC's have tended to 

ßoistei  the U.S. balance of payments,   it is not necessarily true that 
S  ates       TnG-h

10ldf  f°VnVG3tm0nt by f0rGiSn MNC's  in the  UhlSd 
tlin I        G Sh0rt term'   SUch  investment clearly helps the US 
balance of payments,  and hence the U.S.  capability to support the' 
national security in ways which depend on foreign ex^hSSeSpSditures 
Innl    J'0nSCV ^f"'  hOWeVer'  P^ably a decade for an averagePlnvcst 
tte iniHnr"nLnt:LVO U-S-  balanCG 0f Va^nts outflow will oveSake the initial inflow as earnings and royalties build up. 

„n    jriin"f-r*K8neDlre0t  rnTC»tments  in the llnitort States    1962-7]   " 

In ?hr5n^ Stnt-    t-natl°nn-1   Coffimeroe.  roroimi DLroci-  InvoRtor" 
In Amnricnn Manul 

::^h List' nC l'orr i n   1" inns  w i II 
ncturin^ «nd PotroJcnun (.'omiKtnioR  jn 11 

inti'rt.'s|-/('')iilTn1 
United  States 11  .•     i. ; ; 7-~r. 1-1 ——- . : •.:...'.-—Li.;.ii.,""ii""'' ^ •■ •   JII   Lntj   1111 i   (■ (    titln 

U.s l)V))ai..imc..nL- oi Commurcc, lubruary .1 i)^t for an Indication o':  t e 
extenslvaness of existing foreign economic Involvement. 
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Broadly speaking, there are four basic motives for foreign MNC's 
to invest in the United States. 2(J First is the currently deflated U.S. 
stock market, a transitory phenomenon which makes the acquisition of 
existing plant desirable. 

Second, the devaluation of the dollar has also made new invest- 
ments in the United States, for a given level of productive capacity, 
competitive in cost with new investments elsewhere. 

Third, the changed exchange rates and resulting price factors 
make continued import sales to the United States uncompetitive.  Profit- 
ability for both the foreign manufacturer/exporter and the sales .subsid- 
iary or importer in the United States has decreased lately.  Nonetheless, 
the interest remains to stay active in the large and usually profitable 
U.S. market. 

The fourth motive is the threat of protectionist trade policies 
in the United States.  U.S. labor's shift from a free-trade stance to 
protectionism (witness the AFL-C10-supported llartke-Burke bill and 
its rigid import quotas) is well noted above. 

The exact relative magnitudes of the balance o : payments impact 
of foreign investment cannot be easily ascertained.  An inflow of foreign 
capital will finance the investments, aiding the balance of payments. 
Part of the composition of U.S. imports will shift to components, and 
products complementary to U.S.-made product lines, possibly reducing the 
total import bill.  U.S. exports to other foreign MNC affiliates and 
markets as part of the MNC's global, interaction may pick up.  And 
finally, remittances of earnings to the foreign home office will grow. 

Even assuming that the net of these flows may ultimately be nega- 
tive on the U.S. balance of payments,30 there may not be a feasible 
alternative to the increase of foreigr. MNC activity here.  For nov only 
do foreigners hold over $90 billion nf U.S. dollars which can readily 
be spent in the United States, but maintenance of a relatively open 
economy, extending the same privileges of national treatment to foreign 
direct investments as foreign countries do to our direct investors, 
is necessary for continued U.S. competitiveness abroad,31 

This open policy also may prove relatively harmless to our 
balance of payments and to the long-term ability of the United 
States to earn sufficient foreign exchange to pursue its national 
security objectives abroad.  Mucli depends on the relative rate of 

29 John D. Daniel, Recent Foreign Direct Manufacturing Investment 
in the United States - An Interview Study of Hie Decision Process, 
Praeger, New York, 1971. 

30. See S. Stanley Katz, Foreign Direct Investment In the United 
States, pp. 905-980, in the Williams Commission Report, Papers 1, cited. 

31 However, Hep. Dent (D-Da) lias introduced a bill which would 
limit loreign ownership of U.S. firms; the foreign Investors Limi ation 
Act, U.K. B951, introduced in Congress on June 20, 1973.  See Com\rcBS- 
ional Record, dune 20, 1973, p. Il-&|l72. 
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growth of U.S. investments abroad and foroisn invoRl-ments hero. 
Only a rapid upsurge in the latter, combined with stagnation in 
the former, would eause a serious problem. 

The climate in which U.S. direct investments and MNC expansions 
were made abroad differs from the climate in which foreigners will 
increasingly invent in the United States in the following respects: 
first, the U.S. direct investments in Europe were made in an economy 
roeover.ing from World War II's ravages, and creating a vast new % 

market, the fEC, which was not yet used to advantage by wide-scale, 
domestic commercial ventures.  U.S. MNC's led the way in realizing 
the potentials of economic scale, and thereby profited immensely. 
In contrast, the new foreign investments in the United States will 
enter a market well utilized by preexisting nationwide firms, with 
access and familiarity with the most modern technology and management 
teehniquos.  Furthermore, the U.S. economy is entering (or has entered) 
a new period of adjustment to scarcities, and of reorientation from 
mere growth in goods measured "standard of living" to "quality of 
life." The foreign entrants may face mueli stiffer competition for 
a share in a slowly growing pie. 

The effect of this different environment may be a slow growth 
of foreign MNC's in the United Stcites—and consequently a more 
manageable problem in relation to the U.S. ability to generate 
net foreign exchange surpluses to finance national security interests 
worldwide.  The basic issue is the transformation of the United 
States from a creditor to a debtor nation.  The implications of this 
for U.S. national security requires much rigorous study, which is 
so far lacking. 

2.  The Effect on Uomestie Investment. Jobs, Finances and Taxes 

The most probable effect on U.S. taxes from foreign investment 
±n the United States will be an increase in revenues--to the degree 
that foreign direct investments add to production and business 
profitability, rather than merely transferring ownership to foreign 
hands. Assuming the current network of tax treaties remains in 
effect, the U.S. as host country would have the first tax claim on 
subsidiary profits within it, just as foreign countries do on U.S. 
MNC's.  The MNC tax issues and their impact on public revenue 
reviewed above should prove equally applicable to inward and 
outward investments. 

Increased foreign investment in the United States will probably 
bolster the financial and security markets of the United States by 
increasing foreign demand for borrowings to finance their invest- 
ments. To the extent such enterprises become truly multinational 
in ownership as well as operations, they will further increase 
integration of world financial markets just as U.S. MNC's have done. 

In the area of jobs, investment and aggregate economic performance 
in the United States, the entry of foreign MNC's scents generally 
desirable.  This area has also been scantily treated in the 

„^ 
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literature to date, but has a tan^ontial national security jjnpact 
revolvins around the general Btrength of the American economic 
system, and, where new skills are introduced, in the expansion 
of the technological hase of the U.S. economy. 

On one level, now foreign investments entering the United 
States create .jobs—or often appear to do so.  The takeover of 
a closed plant, or the creation of a wholly new one, contributes 
to growth, production, and employment.  It thus may ameliorate the 
opposition of orfe-inlzed labor to liberal foreign trade policies* 
and to U.S. outward investment, which is the other side of the 
coin. 

In the case of the foreign acquisition of a preexisting U.S.- 
owned firm, there is obviously no ijiimediate incremental impact*on 
employment—indeed, old employees, especially on managerial levels, 
may be apprehensive as to their continued employment.  (This type 
of problem in takeovers lias recurred frequently .in the history of 
U.S. firms in the European Community.) 

It has been argued (in the Tariff Commission report already 
noted, among other studies) that a proper combination of monetary 
and fiscal policies, and investment incentives for wholly domestic 
firms might have accomplished the same production and job expansion 
Therefore, the foreign MNC employment impact may be more superficially 
apparent than real.  On the other hand, foreign investors may bring 
innovative technology, marketing, and products to the United States 
just as U.S. firms have done abroad. 

There is also a question of structural impact on the industrial 
economy.  Does the entry of foreign competitors into domestic 
production increase or d--crease competition in the United States^ 
Superficially, it would seem to lead to an increase—especially 
when the foreign MNC constructs new plants and facilities.  But in 
the case of takeovers of preexisting domestic firms, the foreign entry 
may well decrease competition—especially when the acquired firm 
was previously competing with the MNC's shipments for import into 
the United States.  The entire question is under continual considera- 
tion by the Antitrust Division of the U.S. Department of Justice 
which lias repeatedly stated that mergers and acquisitions by foreign 
firms will be treated on the same basis as those by domestic firms" 
and consequently the applicable provisions of the Sherman, Roblnson- 
latman, and Clayton antitrust acts will apply.32 This, of course 

32 On this general question, see Richard W. McLaren, "U S 
Antitrust Policy and Direct Foreign Investment,•' pp. 72-75, and 
J. J, A. Ellis, "The Legal Aspects of European Direct Investment 
in the United States, pp. S2-71,  in Rolfe and Donro, cited. 
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somctiincs appears to be extraterritorial application of U.S. anti- 
trust policy to foreign parents, which has caused some political 
resentment. 

To the degree that foreign entry represents increments of 
vigorous competition into the domestie marketplaces, then it probably 
should be judged beneficial, despite the complaints of domestic 
competing firms which feel unwanted new pressures. 

By the same light, new foreign investment in the United StGKes 
may be beneficial to the general productivity of American industry, 
especially where new and modern plant construction or existing plant 
modernization ensues. To the degree that foreign investments in the 
United States serve to make the U.S. industrial plant more dynamic, 
more innovative, and more modern, foreign MNC entry may have a bene- 
ficial effect on national security through additions to the national 
economic strength and dynamism.^^ 

Those are all imponderable questions.  In a free economy it is 
not possible to guide foreign investments only into those sectors which 
may appear to have an additional dimension of national interest such 
as practiced by France and Japan. A detailed study of what foreign 
teolmology wo would like to import from a national security point' of 
view, and what steps, direct and indirect, the U.S. Government can 
take to encourage such investments, may be a worthwhile undertaking. 

3.  The Effoct on the Control of Spot ific Hsscntial Industries 

It should be noted that certain economic activities in the 
United States are not permitted to aliens:  coastwise and fresh water 
shipping, telecommunications, domestic air transportation, atomic 
energy facilities, hydroelectric power facilities on navigable water- 
ways and mining operations on Federal lands.34 These restrictions stem, 
from the defense essentiality of the enterprise, the public trust 
nature of the activity, or the historical alien exclusion from natural 
resource exploitation in the United States.  In addition, various 
states have regulations specially governing alien land-ownership, 
foreign-owned banking, and foreign-govemment-owned insurance 
companies, as well as exclusion of aliens from aspects of the 
alcoholic beverage industry. 

Despite these formal limitations and exclusions, however, foreign 
MNC's arc able to engage in the specified enterprises through minority 
participation in corporations chartered under domestic U.S. law (in 

33 For a discussion of the general question, see Stefan II. 
Robock, "The Silent Invasion," pp. 26-30, in World, January 16, 1(J73. 

3'J See Cham1 .er of Commerce o.' the U.S., StalT Kcporl-mi I'orci'in 
Investment in the Unifocl States. July ?J\,  1973, lor a discussion of those 
and oilier Legal problems related to foreign MNC's operating' in the 
United Slates. 
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which aliens own 25 percent or less of the voting stock).  In some 
cases the ownership restrictions are even more limited:  only a 
majority of stock must be owned hy U.S. citizens in international 
■hipping lines for them to be eligible to receive construction and 
operating differential subsidies from the U.S. Government. 

The political consequences of allowing foreign MNC's to engage 
in defense-related industries (from which they are not specifically 
excluded) are only passingly considered in the literature.35 One can 
envisage a foreign MNC reluctant to engage in uroduction for U.S. 
defense contracts, perhaps, because of home country objections to the 
U.S. foreign policy goals supported by a military buildup, but it 
seems likuly that a domestic concern would readily move into the gap, 
and unlikely that a material need could be fulfilled only by toclmology 
exclusively owned, but not yet licensed out, by a foreign concern. 
Moreover, few foreign governments apply the "global concept" of 
jurisdiction over the activities of their citizens which the United 
States lias sometimes sought to enforce in analogous cases. 

Just as it is difficult to control the outward flow of U.S. 
technology (save by Manhattan-project types of security measures, 
which themselves have not been very succesful in the long term), it 
seems unlikely that foreign firms could prevent the United States 
from acquiring, duplicating, or refusing to honor patent rights to 
technology refused it from abroad.  There are many technical questions 
here, not covered in the MNC literature reviewed, which may be 
discussed in teclinical and patent law journals not included in this 
survey. 

A different political consequence of foreign MNC operations in 
the United States might be their stimulation of rabid nationalism 
and xenophobia, which would tlrreaten the continued national treatment 
granted foreign corporations here. The wellsprings of such moves 
appe r emotional, rather than logical in view of the extensive U.S.- 
owned share in foreign economies hostage to a reciprocal hostility.' 
It should be hoped that the U.S. public is more sophisticated than 
the nationalists of some LDC's, and that the political leadership. 
of the United States would prove more sophisticated and open-minde'd; 
but the possibilities certainly exist that high levels of foreign 

35 Most of it is legalistic in nature, dealing with the assets 
of German Industry in the United States which was seized in World 
Wars I and II. 
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economlt« activity within the U.S. economy could stimalate isolationist 
emotions, just as increased imports from abroad have stirred up " 
protectionism.10 F 

The consequences of heightened levels of foreign MNC investment 
in tie Uni.cd States on war mobilization are also relatively unstr 
On the first level It would seem that in time of need, unoooperatd 
foreign assets could be frozen or expropriated, new maAagements 

'.^h-I   ,iam-./a5 the CO&t 0f SOme di8r«Ption) production continued 
as happened with German assets in  World War II. The requirement of 
U.S. ownership and management in the essential industries specified 
above would obviate this problem; in other, less directly defense 
related industries, the disruption probably could be easier borne 
In short, what Raymond Vernon calls the problem of "multinationals a 
trojan horses'    is not apparently a major one for U.S. security 
In terms of internal security, however, the problem may be different 
Soviet trade missions and quasi-governmental entities like AmtorLr 
have been notorious as "covers" for intelligence and espionage 
activities.  This aspect does not seem to be dealt with in the MF' 
literature surveyed. 

*       .A "SfJ! Q.omrlex  ^estion is whether the existence of significant 
foreign MNC investments could weaken the U.S. research and developer 
base, especially from a military technology standpoint.  Foreign 
observers have charged that U.S. direct investmants have left their 
countries dependent on continued imports of new technology and R&D 
from the U.S. parent firms.  The chances of weakened U.S. industry 
would depend in part upon relative R&D costs here and abroad, as well 

36 The Dent bill, H.R. 8951, cited, and Representative Dent's 

hmel^'l^rnT r^ intro^tio^ P- "• 5^71. Congressional Reeor. 
June 26. 1973, U.S. Government Printing Office, Waehington. OnrbiTT 
has already passed the California Assembly that would prohibit a 
foreign bank from starting business or adding branches in the state 

basccTb- nk. "nn!    ?0imtry GXtendS e(Iual P^^ileges to Califor based banks  One very large opponent of any such legislation is 
multinational Bank of America, which fears foreign retaliation Lai • 
n^f^f10-8 Sr0ad- See "Califovn±a  legislators take aim at lo^i ti- 
owncd banks in the state, much to distress of Bank of America," The 
Wall Street Journal, August 6, 1973. A new Illinois law, effectl^ 
October 1, 1973, bans foreign branches whose governments won't allow 
Chicago banks to establish themselves there. ^The Illinois law severely 
restricts branch banking of any type.  Foreign banks must operate 
under Illinois charters and regulations which require that ^-thirds 

AugusTL!1^!" ^ Illln0iS reside"ts- Thej^ll^-^ee^^^ 

An Au^ol^y1^?;^0"01 Cnt^-SG -d ^^.l  Security," p. 113, 

■•'ifill'ffiiliillrMlMlMi   
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whether MNC's «eneraUy exercise an ethnocentric preference 
Another consideration  is whether  foreign MNC's  could  ever become 
sole or dominant sources of production of n nnteRory of KOO(1R 
II.« Lllcn.hM-c mi ii.:;. MNC R.xU tictlvlty, reviewed in the first 

not^W   r       -^^Mn,' WOUl(, appear to ^^V'  but ^ shö^cl  be noted that foreign MNC's seem generally more conservative  in their 
plannmg and internationalization than American MNC's,  and thereby 
presumably more prone to retain research budgets  abroad. 

tn hJ^tJ^l1^. secufi1^ Problem relates in the end to the balance 
clP.nncinn      ,'    ^^ the concePts of international economic inter- 
dependence based upon rational allocation of resources versus the 
more narrow "self-sufficiency" concepts.     Can the Hnated Spates, 

eorr^VnTi'; affSV0 rely Up0n f0rei«n SOurces  of technology or 
Ind S^n^v    ^ 1™POVtS in any SrOUp of ^vanced technological 
Jndustries?     Jhc saving grace is that it does not appear likely 
that foreign MNC Investments could ever become the only firms 
producing in a given field of endeavor.    Given the lead of U.S. 
*n!!in ^"technology industries,  foreign competitors probably, 
at be. 1    will compose only a share of participants  in any area 
rather  J-han the sole providers of a whole class of goods: 

In summary    apart from the long-range balance of payments 
consequences, the dangers of xenophobia,  or the possibilities of 
foreign MNC's becoming intelligence acquisition Lnters    the 
national security"  interact ion with investments  in the United 

States by foreign MNC's appears small. 

The United States noc only requires U.S.  ownership of certain 
industries,  but it exercises Strategie  trade controls as well as 
2?JL SS! 0f Jur,ls^tion over all firms doing business  in the 
United States,  regardless of ownership.     For this reason,  perhaps 
literature is generally lacking in this area.     Nonethelessfthe1   ' 
strategic consequences of the rapidly growing foreign direct invest- 
ment and operations by foreign MNC's  iS the U.S.  mafmerit  fuShlr 
ortLly   rrlfy Wheth^ the fo^oing summary impression is vSid 
^nrhn^    >   SOmC !GCurity ^PÜ^ations have been overlooked,  or, perhaps,  have not yet emerged. 

C. Effect of MNC's on the Global Economy and Monetary System 

The question of whether the multinational corporation is causir.c 
(or merely reacting to, or possibly acceleratimO a shift^n n ^ 
world economy based on a wo?ld «ar^Sr^^Sth^thS V^^ 

writeis?CC' a g0  0r a bad thing' haS been debated ^ a number'of 

the eTftc/tlL^  n,ade1^
ome admittedly speculative forecasts to 

the effect that the world economy may be dominated by 200 giant 
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firms by 1985.38 On the other hand, Kenneth N. Wa.l tz questions 
the growing economic interdependence of countries.^  The political 
consequenoCB of Folk's economic projecLions arp enthusiastically 
embraced by Richard barber,1'0 and George Ball,4-1- the former Under 
Secretary of State. As already noted, Kindleberger and Vernon are 
among the eminent scholars who have urged that, in effect, since the 
multinational corporation is here to stay, nation-states must adapt- 
to it by developing international controls and greater international 
cooperation. 

The global economy, unfortunately has neither yet arrived nor 
can its arrival bo predicted with the confidence asserted by some 
scholars. Moreover, its national security implications defy ready 
characterization, since they imply basic changes in political 
behavior and perceptions. Vernon concludes his essay on "Multinationai 
Enterprise and National Security"42with the observation that multi- 
national enterprises will be "even less available as instruments of 
national strategy" than heretofore, and that: 

The willingness to entertain a multi-governmental approach 
to the control of multinational enterprises will grow. 
Once thnt door is ojened, the position of the multinational 
enterprise in international relations will be greatly 
changed, and the relationship between multinational 
enterprises and national security will become more 
attenuated than ever. 

If the impact of the MNC on the creation of a "global" economy 
appears too philosophical for empirical research as to the national 
security inplications, this is not true of the impact of the MNC on 

* 

38 See for example, Judd Polk, "The New World Economy," 
Columbia .Tournal of World Business, Vol. 3, No. 1, pp. 7-15, January- 
February 1968. His thesis appears in a number of articles and has 
been widely quoted by ether writers, 

39  "The Myth of National Interdependence," in Kindleberger, 
The International Corporation, cited. 

1,0 The American Corporation, button and Company, New York, 1970. 

'H Numerous articles in various periodicals, e.g., Columbie 
.Tournal of World Business, November-December 1967; Dunn's Review 
February 1908; a particularly representative view is in The War/ 
Peace Report, "Making World Corporations Into World Citizens." 

'li? Cited, pp. 122-123. 
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tlie world monetary system.  Again, it has to be assumed that a 
stable world monetary system is important to the national security 
oi' all major countries. Including the United States. 

The effect of MNC's, with their global financing, profit centers, 
and ability to transfer fluids, to play "leads and lags" in settling 
accounts, and to hedge against changes in currency valuation was 
largely ignored in the literature until the monetary crises of 
1971-73. 

At that time, numerous periodicals and news media began to 
accuse the MNC's of being "major international speculators" and of 
being responsible for this or that run on the dollar, or inflow of 
foreign exchange into Germany. Although the Commerce Department's 
Office of foreign Direct Investments did issue a press release 
indicating that, on the evidence available, American multinationals 
had not transferred significant amounts of currency in the period 
preceding the May 1971 crisis,^-^ the U.S. Government had not added 
to the data available on this subject until the issuance of the 
Tariff Commission report for the Senate Finance Committee. And 
this, as it turned out, merely added fuel to the fire.  The report 
says, in essence, that although few, if any, multinational corporations 
and banks actively engage in specuiation, they nevertheless controlled 
some $268 billion in short-term, liquid assets, of which the movement 
of only a tiny part could produce a massive monetary crisis. 

The data from which this generalized judgment is derived is 
highly questionable—as are the commonsense implications, since 
most of the assets indicated are not readily transferable. But 
as a result of the publicity growing out of this study, the 
federal Reserve Hoard has undertaken a study of monetary movements 
by the MNC's. The results are not yet available. 

In the academic world, work is underway at UCLA, among other 
research centers. There, Dr. John R. Dominguez has specialized in 
tliis area, and Professor Benjamin Klein is doing a paper for the 
Center for Multinational Studies, to be published in the fail of 
1973.  Professors Robert Stobaugh arid Sidney Robbins of the harvard 
and Columbia Business Schools, respectively, have issued a book on 
Money in the Multinational enterprise,^ of which a summary recently 
appeared in For Lime magazine.1^ 

• 

H3 Department of Commerce News Release, Office of Foreign 
Direct Investments, Thursda'y, May 20, 1971. 

•W Stobaugh and Robbins, cited. See also, Bernard A. Lletauer, 
Fingnctnl Mnnngcmcnt of Foreign Exchange, M.I.T. Press, Cambridge, 
1971.  hike Stobaugh and Robbins, this is basically a "how  to" book, 
although more conceptual and mathematical in content. 

ll5 "How the Multinationals Play the Money Came," Fortune, 
August 1973, p. 59. 

---  ■ 
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• The problem in this area is to distinguish cause and effect. 
'/or example, the U.S. imposition of investment controls forced many 
U.S. companies to borrow to finance their expansion abroad; this, 
in turn, created a demand, met by the large number of dollars 
available in Europe on account of U.S. balance of payments deficits, 
a combination which led to the creation and phenomenal growth of 
the Euro-dollar market.  This Euro-dollar market, since it is not 
really subject to the effective control of any single nation, has 
been a pool of liquidity which has spilled over international 
boundaries, creating considerable instability in currencies.  In 
a very real sense, the MNC appears to be both the victim and a 
contributor to such developments. 

Of course, to the extent that U.S. multinational corporations 
collectively represent considerable financial clout, and to tlie 
extent that their judgments about the future value of a currency 
lead them to hedge, let us say against the dollar, there can be 
serious consequences, both for the dollar's value and indirectly, 
at least, for U.S. security.  (Each devaluation of the dollar 
probably adds a nearly equivalent percentage to the cost of U.S. 
troops and facilities abroad.)  On the other hand, there is some 
evidence that the impact of banks, especially in Britain and 
Switzerland, and Middle East oil money have been at least as large 
as, if not larger them that of the American multinationals.  In 
any case, in the long run, it is likely that the increased American 
demands for imported Middle East oil will create many billions of 
reserve assets in the hands of the Arab states which may represent 
a far greater threat to international monetary stability than the 
operations of multinational companies.4" For the latter are in 
business to make money by selling goods and services, and not by 
speculating or hedging, except as a defensive measure. Nevertheless, 
this subject is so important that additional research could well 
be justified. The problem, however, is to obtain accurate data 
on the financial activities of individual actors (MNC's and others). 
It is to be hoped that the Federal Reserve or other government 
studies will increase the available data. 

I). The MNC and Economic Warfare 

During Woi Id War II and the post-war period, no American war 
college worthy of the name was without a course on "economic 
warfare." Among the clas£.ic texts were George A. Lincoln's 

46 See Jolrn G. McLean, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer 
of Continental Oil Company, U.S. Responses to the Energy Situation., 
statement before the Subcommittee on the Near East and Southeast- 
Asia, House Foreign Affairs Committee, May 16, 1973.  The hearings 
have not yet been published by the U.S. Government Frinting Office. 
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The r.ccmomior. of National Sppnni-y '17 and Hlt<3h and McCain 
nieEconomicg of Dofcnso in thn  Nuclear Age. W    Jn  any all-out 
conflict, economic warfare is widely reco^nizea as an important 
instrument, whether by disrupting enemy access to supplies 
fprcclusive buying, embargoes, etc.) or by insuring one's own 
access to essential supplies. The latter, of course, was a kev 
0iTfnV^,?ritish global strategy with regard to the resources 
of the Middle East and India until after World Ww II, 

In the nuclear age, however, it is widely thought that all- 
out confrontations are suicidal, at least among major nuclear " 
powers, so that "economic warfare" has been downgraded as a 
respectable" subject. Logic, however, suggests that it may be 

of even greater importance in politico-economic conflicts, giver. 
the reluctance to employ military force because of the daggers 
of nuclear escalation. b 

The United States has maintained both a unilateral stratecic 
embargo on certain items and a multilateral strategic trade control 
through COCOM.  The so-called Battle Act provides the  legislaSle 
authority for strategic trade controls and an annual report on 
implementation of the Pattle Act is issued by the State Deparnnent ^ 
snPbVon;.aSi ^'fG diPlomacy overcomes the legacy of the cold wa^ 
such controls and restrictions appear to be in the process of 
being lifted or eroded. 

i • u-,0.^inS  al'Cad' the relationship of the MNC to economic warfare 
liabilit-ies and potential, both offensive and defensive, appears to 
be almost completely overlooked in the literature. As previously 
noted, there are only three references bearing directly on the " 

lunTr. in  t^G re8earä covercd in  this survey, although, of course, 
there may be many others in government departments to which we have 
not had access. 50 This appears to be an area definitely worthy of 

,>7 Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs,.N. J., 1954. 

^8 Harvard University Press, Cambridge, 1960. 

Act of wt^SJ^J: Rep?r^' 1972' Mutual Defense Assistance Control 
Statef üy i, ^3       ^ t0  * Conffress' U-S- Department of 

50 The tliree are:  Thomas Schelling,  "National Security 

Reno^T^ AftC^S  Tr;iCle P0lic^" *  the WilJlLs Co^ission 
ifS' cZnnl R'

M^^nnti0nal ^^^ ™*  NTtional Security'" 
and Lc Colonel Richard Bowen, Strategic Implieations of Multl- 
national ratorprise. all previously cited.  

SiLii- 
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t more detilled research.  Braglne, for instance, a U.S. "cold war" 
lypc cKiiri id wllii iinollici' m.i nir country •ir cnnllt'inn ol' ronnl rten. 

Air llic liiuiiüuiitl» ul uirlllutus oi U.S.-uasGU niul'.lnatiün.ü s as 
or liabilities? They may be subject to seizure, of course. They 
may be regarded as "Trojan horses." They may be compelled by their 
host governments to follow policies inconsistent with the strategic 
interests of the United States.  They may be used as "hostages" . 
blackmail purposes. On the other hand, with well over $86 billion 
of book value assets (as of the end of 1971, and doubtlessly far 
more now, as well as In terms of market value), they represent a 
significant potential for control of important sectors of the 
world's economy, often in strategic areas, depending, of course, 
on the nature and  participants in the conflict envisaged in the 
scenario. 

t 

The question that has to be asked is, can the United States, 
in peacetime, make contingency plans for the effective mobilization 
and employment of these corporate assets, without generating major 
domestic controversy—and undoubtedly, serious opposition by the 
business community—und risk jeopardizing these potential assets 
by increasing the suspicions of host governments? In the literature 
researched, we have not encountered a serious discussion or analysis 
of the pros and cons on this issue. 

A case in point was the determination several years ago by the 
Defense Department that the acquisition of the most sophisticated 
offensive and defensive missile systems by the Soviet Union was 
handicapped by their backwardness in computer technology. 
Accordingly, computer production facilities were on the controlled 
list. These controls were, of course, administered in conjunction 
with other NATO countries through COCOM. About this time, however, 
the Soviet Union for political purposes was promoting a "tochnologioaI 
entente" with the French Government of Charles deGau^le.  France 
was also seeking cemputer technology. This must have put IBM and 
other American affiliates in France and European countries in a 
fairly serious dilemma.  It seems probable that there are extensive 
discussions of the problem in the files of both the companies 
concerned and government agencies; but the Issue does not appear 
to have been discussed to any extent in the public literature, 
perhaps because of its sensitivity. 

Research into the selective applications of strategic trade 
controls or other techniques of economic warfare may, of course, 
be difficult to conduct on an unclassified basis.  But a more 
carcfiil search, undei' appropriate governmental auspices in this 
area, to include the literature in the National War College and 
Industrial College of the Armed Forces, definitely seems warranted. .. 
The research should specifically include the role which the MNC 
can play in "defensive" economic warfare, that is circumventing 
economic pressures brcvight by other countries against the United 
Stales. Except for Schelling's article noted above there appears 
to lie very little current literature on this subject. The dispersal 
of facilities throughout the world also has some advantages from 
the point of view of post-attack recuperation and survival, should 
thermonuclear conflict arise. 

-,__ -^■..^. ,■.■„.. ._..,,.......■...    r  ,  
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TV.      tSm. Of. PririAI.   IMPACT:     Mir.lTARY,   I'ni.mrAl,  AND 
LUjjumi; u\\:m 01 IIIIC'ü 'mlti^mürmMum 

Although the broad term "East-West relations" encompasses 
China and Eastern Europe,   as well  as  the Soviet Union    the 
developing relationship with China is still too new t^ have 

Journals ""S ^^J^ ^  ** POpUlar and  so,ne business 
relation; annn^M   ^'/^ V*0***?* ^ U.S.-Chinese eeonomic relations appear limited by economic  as well as nolitioal   foo^ 

th r<f 1°^ J com''fnies operating under contracts or concessions 
th^rofL       fyit0 b!  t"CJ CaSe  f0r  the Sov»«t ""ion.     Th?s  socTio,, 
relBtlons,„i«i;1thr,1,na-1iy„";th ^ StrateSlc imPact °f MN-'s on 
Lst^n Cur^pc. SOVlet "ni0n-  and  t0 a leSSar extent """ 

Each of the headings of possible MNC-natlonal securltv  inter 
action previously discussed-military and defense production 

re at Snlhir There^-r-"?5 SPQCial   "^^ *0 ^he^S  -Soviet 
SelSnTwlS-th^e    i 'J^t'li V^LTSZ* i""!*"" 
base is available in  the form of the IIN^ ^ „!"    A       .g00d data 

nuropc   (ECE,  economic bull^infanfsurv ys ^S"»'?™r^p^rtr 

pr,.v"oülly1nJtedOOPth:tU
l0s "r^ ^ ^ as ECE ÄntoT^ ^v,      i   i.   rioteü'  the u-s-   Government makes  available  infnrn^t-rnn 

through the annual reports on the Battl- Art    -ü^i! ^nl:ormatlon 

n^iT- UilLLL.%y'JJRLLLU.'       Congressional h'iarinss arp  älän ä 
prolific source of papers on this subject.2 

It is noteworthy,  however,  that liti-lp n-F I-K« I •+. 
sampled makes specific reference tftLiporL^^^ 
national companies.    The Center for Multinational sSdies has 

June 29,Dr972tment 0f State ReSearch Stnüy> Washington, D.C. 

See A Foveign Economic Pol icy for  the iq7n'g.     part  G. 
East-West Economic Relations,  hearings before  the Subcomtnitt^ on 
oreign^Economic Policy of the Joint Economic Committee,  Dec'b™ 

107?.'   T    ?*,    I0* u,-.5*  Government  Printing Office,  Washington 
1971;   People  s Republic  of China-     An Economio  Agaeigmgnt    A 

MavPrS    1972    f^r  SUbmitt!d
D
to  thc ^int Eco^iTc^Ittee, 

May 18    1972, U.S.  Government Printing Office,  Washlnaton    ]97?- 
gpsoryntions on East-West F.onnomio  Relatlg!8L'  U 5  SJ    and   I- fand 

.yoHc.n.i.c: (.•om.nittee,   I'ebruury  lb,   1973,   U.S.   Government  PrJn^Lg 
OlJ.ee    Washington.  D.C. ,   1973;   and  East-W.st Trn,lo,   hoarlgs  before 
the Subcommittee on  International riranet.    q^^tl nLi ■ i  DC10rt- 
Currency Committee.  June I»    l^idSS^^^I^S Ts 
Government Printing Office, Washington,  1968. ' 
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recently Issued Dr. Thomas Wolf's East-West Economic Relations 
and the Multincttional Corporrition,j which is one of the few 
documents to concern itself specifically with this subject,  üiit: 
can expect the literature to ^row fairly rapidly, not only in 
the Weit, but also in the East.  One recent paper submitted to 
a symposium on "The Growth of the Large Multinational Corporation" 
notes that Hungary alone has about 200 cooperation agreements 
with Western partners and this number is increasing by 30 to '10 
percent per annum.^ 

The upsurge of activity in this field is brought about by a 
longstanding interest on the part of Western companies in access 
to markets and resources in the Soviet Union, wich what the 
Director of the State Department's Bureau of Intelligence and 
Research calls an eagerness on the part of the USSR "to obtain 
equipment and technology from many countries, and this includes, 
e.g., U.S.-invented machinery produced in Europe with American 
part? by multinational corporations."^ As this official notes, 
the Soviet Union is seeking to proceed on the most cost-effective 
basis to improve its standard of living and the quality and 
quantity of consumer goods without sacrificing its defense posture 
or general economic structure, so that it seeks access to Western 
capital, technology, and know-how within the constraints of its 
balance of payments.  Whether gains for the Soviet economy, at 
least in the sense of lower "opportunity costs" for military 
programs, have an adverse effect on U.S. security depends on one's 
assumption about long-range Soviet intentions. 

Howard Perlmutter of The Wharton Business School speaks of 
"trans-ideological" enterprises arising out of this coincidence 
of interifit.^ The generl, if somewhat cautious, pursuit of 
"detente ' by both East and West has, in effect, made respectable 

3 Center for Multinational Studies, Occasional Paper No. 5, 
July 1973. 

^ Gyorgy Adam, "The Big International I'irm and the Socialist 
Countries: An Interpretation," in the C.N.R.S. International 
Symposium on "The Growth of the Large Multinat:.onal Corporation," 
p. 7. 

5 Statement by Ray S. Cline before the Joint Economic 
Committet on U.S.-Soviet economic relations, July 18, 1973. 

6 "Em^ging East-West Venures:  The Ideological Enterprise," 
Columbia Journal of World Business, September-October 1969, p. 39. 

♦ ^ 
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Hie more active pursuit of these self-interests by Western 
firms and the Soviet Union and other countries of Eastern 
Europe. 

Senator Rlblcoff has pointed out that: 

Wliile politicians and diplomats still argue over the 
same old tired political issues, businessmen and 
bankers are rearranging the basic nature of relations 
between states and peoples.  Wliile the generals still 
busy themselves with planning their war games and 
maneuvers, increasing commerce between East and West, 
and the growing internationalization of production 
are making tiie idea of a major armed conflict in 
Europe an absurdity.  The activities of multinational 
corporations . . . are crossing frontiers and erasing 
national boundaries more surely and swiftly than the 
passage of armies and the conclusion ot peace treaties.7 

If, as Senator Ribicoff suggests, "eco-polltics" is replacing 
"geo-politics," then the interaction between the MNC and national 
security is likely to be particularly relevant in the area of 
East-West relations.  This aspect does not appear to be adequately 
researched in the literature; and it appears worthy of more 
serious study. 

On the military side, there are clear implications for the 
plans of assorted U.S. companies (many, but not all, MNC's) to 
invest what will amount to billions of dollars in the development 
of mineral, petroleum, and natural gas deposits in the Soviet 
Union and to be repaid for their investment largely in kind, that 
la, with the extracted product.  In the military se.ise, this could 
increase U.S. vulnerability to a cutoff of important sources of 
supply for political or ideological reasonr. 

The effects of such potential vulnerability can only be 
assessed in the context of overall demand and supply, and while 
it is probable that the various government agencies have done 
studies, we have not encountered any major analytical work in tho 
literature surveyed.0 

"Is This the Age of Ecopolitics," speech by Hon. Abraham 
Ribicoff, Chairman, International Trade Subcommittee, Committee 
on Finance, U.S. Senate, in Hungary and Romania, as quoted in 
The Wall Strget Journal. September 2, 1971, p.i+. 

a 
Raymond J. Albright, Siberian Energy for Japan andthp 

UnfitH1 StalMB. lr,Lli Session, Senior Seminar in E'oreign Policy ' 
lorcign Service Institute,  Department of State,  1972-73 
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From a political BtanCpolnt, both sides will tend to create 
"hostages" to the good behavior of the other by increasing their 
mutual dependence:  the United States on Soviet resources, the 
U.S. companies in terms of their substantial investment, and the 
Soviet Uiiiun on the Western capital and technology involved. 
There may be a narallel here to the arms control efforts to limit 
both the U.S. and the Soviet Union to second-strike, or retaliatory 
Strategie postures.  If damage-limiting strategies (offensive or 
defensive, e.g., ABM) are avoided, each power becomes a defenseless 
hostage to the other to a quite unprecedented degree.  This may 
make the "economic hostage" aspect less traumatic for all concerned. 

Even more significant may be the long-term political and 
ideological effect of intensified contact and exposure.  Soviet- 
ologists differ as to the degree to which the Soviet economic 
interest in expanded East-West relations can lead to a willingness 
to make politicül concessions; for example, in mutual force 
reductions or the Middle East.  To the extent that such a willing- 
ness exists, however, it is hard not to characterize it as a 
development of strategic significance. 

However, the Soviet Union may be banking on the fact that the 
creation of a vested interest in continued good relations may work 
to their long-term advantage; one con surmise that a major 
agreement such as that being negotiated by Occidental Petroleum 
could lead it to be a potential conduit for Soviet influence against 
a line of U.S. policy that might lead to U.S.-Soviet friction. 
Cynics about the probability of a major change in the basic Soviet 
hostility toward the West could also point out that the emerging 
pattern of economic relationships gives the Soviet Union at least 
as many opportunities to conduct "subversive" operations against 
the West as the other way around. 

On the economic side, it cannot be denied that, in the long 
term, the United States is going to need additional sour-es of 
raw materials; and it may very well be able to use additional 
markets—although the "grass" on the Soviet side of the market 
fence may not prove to be that much "greener"!  The problem here 
is in the nature of the financing and the type of "dividend" payment. 
On the former, there has been criticism that Icig-term, low-interest 
loans or credits amount to subsidized tre.nsfictions, and that the 
Soviets are getting financial "bargains" u.iavailable to others. 
Payments for investments are mostly in kind, except for the rela- 
tively rare cases where the Soviet need ior a particular technology 
warrants the expenditure of their scarce foreign exchange resources. 

The Eastern European countries^ as well as the Soviet Union, 
have become quite adept at bargaining for deals whereby the 
investor or exporter must take  in exchange hard-to-markei. products 
of those countries, to dispose of ap he can.  The danger of "dumping"' 
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from this typo of relationship is recognized in the U.S.-Soviet 
trade treaty and its provisions against "market disruption " 
Nevertheless, a centrally controlled economy of the size of 
the Soviet Union's could exert significantly disruptive effects 
on commod-ty markets in the United States by its selling practices 
as well as its buying.  The latter is illustrated all too clearly 
by the agricultural purchases which have, in part, resulted in 
the current shortages of seVeral key feedgrains, with a resulta-it 
rise In domertic prices and the imposition of export controls 
Hie security aspects here are indirect, to be sure- but the 
potential for th-- kind of closely-concerted operation has been 
clearly demonstr, .ed. 

While the United States is in a position to continue enforcing 
those strategic trade controls which still apply to the Soviet 
Union, Tastern Europe, and China, the current political climate 
creates almost a presumption in favor cf exptrt licensing, rather 
than the almost automatic decision against borderline cases which 
was the practice of the "cold war" period.  This process will not 
be Jilted to goods for it is apparent that the MNC involvement 
m the Soviet Union is leading to a diffusion of technoloRy and 
management services as well.  Since the Soviet Union is especially 
nctoworthy for paying for such imported merchandise or ideas only 
until it is feasible to copy and produce them at home, the 1 one- 
term balance.of interest is ambiguously defined. 

The affirmative case for continuing and expanding East-West 
relations has been made by a number of writers;9 but the risks 
have not been fully pointed up in the literature, except in the 
polemics of irreconcilable anti-communists.  Some more objective 
research and thoughtful analysis seems called for. If only to 
analyze fully the potential pitfalls ahead. 

^ /he general subject of East-West trade and most-favored-nation 
treatment for the communist countries, particularly the Soviet 

tion's ^ITT  ^TVhe WayS and MeanS Commi"ee.  The Administra- 
tion s trade legislation requests include authority to rant MEN 
treatment to countries not now having it, e.g., the Scvit<- Union 
for the duration of the three-year general agreement with the 
Soviet Union. American labor has not reacted very enthusiastically 
to this proposal; it may fear, perhaps justly, that a "state- 
trading economy where the concept of cost is arbitrary could 

ill 

,,    . !    ?ee iosePh Wilczynskl,  The Economics  and  Polities  of East- 
West Trad|.   Praeger, New York,   19b9;   and Thomas A.   Wolf's  forth- - 
cowing IKS,,..East-West Trade Policyr    Economic Warfare Versus 
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flood the market with imports of cheap, not to say "slave" labor. 
(One of the selling points of the socialist countries in their 
proposals to the West has been that they can provide "cheap and 
reliable" labor.)  If such a pattern does develop rapidly, it is 
easy to predict many political consequences, particularly tbe 
wrath of organized labor in Western Europe and the United States. 
A worsening of the overall political climate between East and 
West may result from such controversy. 

In summury, while there is a vast literature on the subject 
of East-West economic relations and U.S.-Soviet trade, the role 
of the MNC is a relatively untreated topic, and the potential 
risks to national security do not appear to have been objectively 
studied.  One is reminded by Lenin's dictum that "when the time 
comes to bang the capitalist class, they will compete with each 
other to sell us the rope," of the dichotomy between the interests 
of the Russian stale and the communist ideology.  It is ironic 
that the multinational corporation has become not only the whipping 
boy of leftist agitators around the world (as, for example, in 
the Santiago conference cited earlier) but simultaneously the 
Soviet Union's chosen vehicle for an infusion of Western capital 
and technology! 

There are, in short, both pros and cons unexplored during the 
current euphoria in the United States and other Western govern- 
ments about expanded economic; relations with the Soviet Union and 
Eastern Europe.  How these balance out may depend on the answer to 
the classic question of whether the communist ideology or the 
interests of the nation-states in the Eastern system are going to 
be dominant in the years ahead.  This question is unanswerable at 
this time; but Western businessmen and governments seem willing to 
place large bets on the "national interest" horse. 
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